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A generative model for shape recognition of biological cells in images is developed. The
model is designed for analysing high throughput screens, and is tested on a genome wide
morphology screen. The genome wide morphology screen contains order of 104 images of °u-
orescently stained cells with order of 102 cells per image. It was generated using automated
techniques through knockdown of almost all putative genes in Drosphila melanogaster. A
major step in the analysis of such a dataset is to classify cells into distinct classes: both
phenotypic classes and cell cycle classes. However, the quantity of data produced presents a
major time bottleneck for human analysis. Human analysis is also known to be subjective
and variable. The development of a generalisable computational analysis tool is an impor-
tant challenge for the ¯eld. Previously cell morphology has been characterized by automated
measurement of user-de¯ned biological features, often speci¯c to one dataset. These methods
are surveyed and discussed. Here a more ambitious approach is pursued. A novel general-
isable classi¯cation method, applicable to our images, is developed and implemented. The
algorithm decomposes training images into constituent patches to build Bayesian models of
cell classes. The model contains probability distributions which are learnt via the Expec-
tation Maximization algorithm. This provides a mechanism for comparing the similarity of
the appearance of cell phenotypes. The method is evaluated by comparison with results of
Support Vector Machines at the task of performing binary classi¯cation. This work provides
the basis for clustering large sets of cell images into biologically meaningful classes.Acknowledgements
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Since the invention of the ¯rst microscope in the 17th century it has been pos-
sible to directly observe cells. Observation of cells is an extremely important
source of information about living organisms. Cell imaging remains a mainstay
tool of biological research, although the image quality and interrogative tech-
niques have advanced very signi¯cantly since the ¯rst microscope. However,
the mode of analysis of this source of information has not changed fundamen-
tally. A trained researcher looks at and interprets the images based on his
or her experience. The increasing scope of experiments has made this a rate
limiting step, to the point that large amounts of the data are not comprehen-
sively examined. However, the advent of a®ordable computers allows for an
alternative mode of analysis. Computational analysis of cell images is a highly
desirable goal for reasons of speed, objectivity, and standardization, but how
to substitute a computer for a human expert is far from apparent. A major
question is \what should computational analysis be seeking to achieve?" There
are many possible answers to this question. A vital part of analysing cell im-
ages is frequently cell recognition and classi¯cation. In this thesis methods of
recognising and classifying cell images are examined, and a novel method is de-
veloped. The developed technique is tested on a high content RNAi Drosophila
melanogaster screen [40].
1.1 RNAi as interrogative tool
RNA interference (RNAi) is a naturally occurring phenomenon in which gene
action is \silenced" post-transcription via degradation of messenger RNA (mRNA).
This process can be hijacked by a researcher to silence the action of speci¯c
genes.
In 1998 Fire & Mello [24] discovered that the presence of double stranded
RNA causes degradation of homologous mRNA via endogenous cell processes.
The mechanism of action which they expounded is known as RNA interference.
RNAi can be used to diminish the translation of any protein from mRNA. This
allows the design of genome wide experiments in which the function of every
protein, that is coded for in a genome, can be analysed by preventing its
formation in cultured cells and comparing the resultant cells with wildtype
cells.13
RNA interference occurs by long double-stranded RNA strands being de-
graded into 21-23 base pair double stranded segments, called small interfering
RNAs (siRNAs), which is catalysed by the enzyme Dicer. One strand of the
siRNA is incorporated into a complex with cellular proteins called the RNA
induced silencing complex (RISC). The siRNA in the RISC complex acts as
a targeting mechanism to degrade mRNA containing a region of base pair
complementarity to the RNA strand in the RISC. Fire & Mello showed that
the process is catalytic so only a few molecules of dsRNA are necessary to
completely silence expression of a complementary gene [24].
Practically RNAi can be employed as a technique to \silence" expression of
RNA based on its sequence. Levels of the associated protein are depleted over
time following the corresponding degradation of the mRNA by the siRNA, and
the temporal depletion of the protein. This can be more di±cult to interpret
than the loss of function due to gene knockout. However, this weakness can
also be viewed as an advantage allowing for the possibility of measurement of
the degree of loss of function at di®ering protein levels. With the availability
of genomic sequence data, RNAi has been shown to be e®ective as an injected
tool for preventing the expression of speci¯c mRNA sequences in Drosophila,
Caenorhabditis elegans, plants and, more recently, mammalian cell cultures.
RNAi o®ers massive time bene¯ts over conventional mutational analysis
methods. The ability to selectively target multiple genes for silencing based
on sequence alone makes a far wider scope of possible experiments feasible.
Additionally, since there is no need to develop mutations to the required genes
in order to study the e®ects, there is no restriction to classic (more experimen-
tally tractable) genetic models, such as yeast, so it is possible to experiment
on a wider range of plants and animals. Critically, it can also be used in cell
culture, allowing for much easier application. This bypasses the need to keep
organisms in vivo in order to do genetic knockdown studies upon them.
1.1.1 Non-speci¯city
Gene products other than those of the targeted gene can also be a®ected by
RNAi; this is referred to as o®¡target e®ects. Any siRNA chosen to deplete
expression of a given gene will also act upon any other gene with the same
sequence strand contained within its coding region. The problem is more
severe than this: sequences with only partial homology to the duplex RNA
can also be degraded. Sequences with homology as low as 16 matching base
pairs can be degraded. One experimental method to mitigate for this e®ect is
to use multiple siRNAs in independent experiments for each gene. This gives
two distinct tests of knocking out the same gene. If the same e®ect is noted
with both siRNAs, then it is very likely that the targeted gene is responsible14
for the observed e®ect. It is generally agreed that the chance of two genes
sharing two regions of sequence homology is su±ciently low that this method
su±ces to validate the e®ect of a gene.
1.2 The RNAi genomic-dataset
As described above, RNAi can be performed on cells in culture, so that RNAi
can be used as a tool to investigate the entire genome of an organism. In such
a process each putative gene can be targeted for RNAi silencing by bathing
cells in an appropriate siRNA. A genome-wide screen has been carried out in
Drosophila S2R+ and Kc167 cell lines [40]. Automated images were taken of
the resultant cells ¯ve days after treatment.
The purpose of the experiment was to study which genes a®ect the mor-
phology of cells. Hence, the proteins tubulin and actin, as well as DNA, were
stained prior to imaging. In all of these images, the DNA has been stained with
4',6-diamino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI), tubulin has been stained
using a tubulin antibody coupled with °uorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and
actin has been stained with an actin antibody coupled with tetramethylrho-
damine isothiocyanate(TRITC). These dyes show emission spectra peaks giv-
ing blue, green and red light, respectively. Both tubulin and actin are struc-
tural polymeric proteins with a dynamic nature in living cells. Throughout
this thesis, colours in cell images will consistently represent the same cellular
structures, unless otherwise indicated. An example of the cell staining is shown
in Figure 1.1. This cell is a single cell extracted from an image containing many
cells, since sites containing many cells were imaged in the screen, rather than
individual cells. Example images from the Drosophila melanogaster screen are
shown in Figures 1.2 & 1.3.
Fig. 1.1: Microscope image of an individual °uorescently stained cell: The actin edge
of the cell can be seen as a red border, the nucleus is blue and the tubulin part of the
cytoskeleton is green.
The goal of the screen was to discover the e®ects of each gene in the °y
genome on cell morphology. To do this 58 plates were prepared, with each plate
containing 396 wells. Each well contained a speci¯c RNAi treatment condition.15
Fig. 1.2: RNAi screen images: Top left: Merged RGB image of typical °y cells (S2R+ cells).
The actin appears red (stained with FITC), tubulin green (stained with TRITC) and
DNA blue (stained with DAPI). Top right: Red channel of this image. Bottom left: Blue
channel of this image. Bottom right: Green channel of this image
Fig. 1.3: Example abnormal cells (S2R+ cells): Left: Multi-nucleate cells - The cells have
failed to divide and complete cytokinesis. Right: \Round" cells - The cells do not adhere
as strongly to the surface, so appear rounded. Also visible in the bottom left is a blue
staining artifact.
From each well, two images were obtained from two di®erent locations in the
well. Each site within a well typically contained order of 100 cells. On each
plate there was also at least one control well, in which no dsRNA was used.
Throughout the project the cells in the control wells are referred to as wildtype
cells. This setup of the image dataset is shown in 1.4.
The problem of computational analysis of such a set of data is non-trivial.
Cell images in general present a di±cult analysis task even for skilled human
experts. As noted in [72], \Di®erent operators provided with the same data16
Fig. 1.4: Genome wide screen setup: A single plate is shown on the left. The plate is covered in
wells, and each circle represents a well on that plate. Images were taken from two locations
in each well, referred to as site 1 and site 2. Sample site 1 and site 2 colour combined
images are shown on the right.
set commonly report signi¯cantly di®erent results on activities as simple as
cell counting. Indeed, the same operator often reports di®erent results on the
same image on di®erent days". Humans are also poor at quantitative analysis
of image features. The image set [40] took six weeks of man time to analyse
by eye. More time could have been spent on each image, which would have
yielded more detailed information.
In theory each di®erent gene knocked down via RNAi can yield a di®erent
phenotype. This means there are potentially order of 20,000 phenotypes in the
dataset. Given that the overall aim is to partition the image set into distinct
phenotypic classes this strongly in°uences the computational approach that
we develop. The method that we develop must be °exible enough to handle
many potential classes of image, some of which may be only subtly di®erent.
Further the method should not make many assumptions about the content of
the images, since there is great variation across the image set. The goal here
is to develop generalisable algorithms that allow for computational analysis
that will provide quantitative, consistency and speed advantages over human
analysis.
1.3 Overview
Thousands of °y cell images containing cells with di®erent genes knocked out
have been produced [40]. RNA interference (RNAi) has been used as a tool
to knock out the genes. Analyzing large image datasets in an automated
fashion is an open problem. The contribution of this thesis is to describe the
development of a novel generative cell model that is described in Chapter 4.
The application of this new model to this speci¯c dataset is demonstrated by
using it for cell classi¯cation.
Chapter 2 outlines the relevant literature. Chapter 3 describes the seg-
mentation of normalised cell regions from the images. The segmentation is17
achieved through the use of binary thresholds, morphological operators and
distance transforms. Chapter 4 describes the development of a novel patch-
based generative model. The model is developed from a Gaussian model of
data. I build up to the eventual model in discrete stages, adding one extra
feature to the model at each stage. For each model I demonstrate how to use
the Expectation Maximisation algorithm to learn the parameters of the mod-
els. Working through the Expectation Maximisation equations at each stage
of development highlights the similarities between the models and what has
been added to the model, allowing the eventual model to be related back to a
simple Gaussian model of data. Chapter 5 contains classi¯cation results and a
comparison to the performance of Support Vector Machines on the same train-
ing and test data. Chapter 6 explains how this work can be used to create an
overall classi¯cation system for a large dataset with a large unknown number
of unknown classes of objects, such as we ¯nd in our dataset [40].
Figure 1.5 shows a paradigm for advancing understanding of cell biology.
The work presented here seeks to address the top right and bottom left com-
ponents of Figure 1.5.
Fig. 1.5: Overview of the paradigm from biological experiments to computer assisted
interpretation. Top left: Experiments. Shown is a plate containing many (384) wells.
Each well contains cells treated with a di®erent double-stranded RNA. Top middle: Re-
sults. Pictures of the cells in each well (taken using an automated microscope). The
raw data is normalised, depending on the experiment. Top right: Image processing and
segmentation. The images are processed and individual cells are segmented. Bottom left:
Classi¯cation. The cells are clustered via a classi¯er. Bottom right: Biological Interpre-
tation. Genes are grouped together and placed into pathways.2. METHODS REVIEW AND PUBLISHED APPLICATIONS
There are a number of components to analysing an image. Here we consider
that the overall aim is object classi¯cation and so the problem can be split
into image processing, segmentation and classi¯cation. There is overlap be-
tween these problems, for example it could be argued that segmentation is only
meaningful in the context of some classi¯cation. Even at the simplest level,
segmentation could be considered as classi¯cation of an image into foreground
and background. Despite the ambiguity, it is usually apparent from context
which category a given method falls into, and the separation into image pro-
cessing, segmentation and classi¯cation is a useful way to view the overall
problem. Additionally, note that each of these steps is frequently an under-
constrained problem. For example, depending on the context, the \correct"
classi¯cation of objects in an image can be di®erent.
An overview of a number of biological image processing techniques is given
in [72]. Although it is possible to develop new ¯lters and wavelets, this is
not considered in this thesis, and only well known ¯lters and image processing
methods are used. An excellent description of many image processing tech-
niques can be found in Russ's book [59].
2.1 Segmentation
There are many possible de¯nitions of segmentation. The de¯nition used here
is a process that de¯nes regions of interest. In this section, I describe segmen-
tation schemes applied to biological problems and explain how they relate to
our dataset.
The watershed algorithm is an algorithm that can be used to separate touch-
ing objects. A signi¯cant number of papers have been written on the use of the
watershed algorithm, and in particular on the use of the watershed algorithm
for segmenting cells from images [2, 4, 23]. Typically the images are more sim-
ple, and the cells more regular in shape than those in the dataset considered
in this thesis (see Chapter 1).
There are many di®erent versions of the watershed algorithm, some of which
are written as a °ooding analogy and some which are written as a drainage
analogy. A form of the algorithm is described here, and it is important to note
that the assumptions it makes will be valid to varying degrees across the range19
of possible biological images. The name comes from the idea of interpreting
the brightness of a pixel as a physical height and imagining where water would
°ow on this landscape. The outline of a binary watershed algorithm is given
below. Objects are assumed to be brightest in the centre and diminishing in
intensity moving away from the centre. So the centre of an object can be
imagined to be a mountain peak. Between two touching objects there will be
a trough, where water °owing down each mountain would meet. The places
where water would meet are called watershed lines and are used to separate
the objects. The classic watershed scheme [59] for separating touching objects
is to iteratively erode a thresholded image. In the thresholded image pixels
are either on or o®. At each step if a separate object disappears then the
last position to disappear is denoted an Ultimate Eroded Point (UEP). The
iterations continue until every point has been removed. Then starting with the
UEPs the image is dilated, setting pixels to on as long as they were on in the
original thresholded image, and also as long as turning that pixel on does not
cause two previously separate objects to join. This process has the e®ect of
drawing boundaries between separate objects in the thresholded image. The
process relies on objects separating due to erosion before they disappear. This
works best for convex objects: a single concave object is liable to be split in two
by the process. Although our cells are not, in general, convex, this technique
is used as an initial method of segmenting cells. An alternative form of this
algorithm works by using distance transforms instead of iterative erosion. This
approach is faster and is described and implemented in Chapter 3.
There are a number of variations and applications of the watershed algo-
rithm [23], [46], [63]. Watershed algorithms work well for separating individual
objects that touch but do not overlap too much, but tend to over-segment clus-
ters of cells and result in irregular boundaries [23].
Hence, for many cell images other methods must be developed and used
either in isolation or in tandem with watershed algorithms. Discussed below
are examples of alternative algorithms that have been applied to biological
images.
A major problem in trying to segment biological images is the vast dif-
ferences that can occur between di®erent images. Hence, most attempted
solutions in this area are very problem speci¯c. The work done usually makes
assumptions which are only applicable to the data considered. Segmentation
of our images is di±cult due to touching cells, clumped cells, variability of cell
appearance, and the size of the dataset.
Wu et al. [76] discuss a way of \optimally" segmenting cell images. They
de¯ne a constructed image based on a pixel labeling as cell or background.
This labeling is obtained by ¯rst selecting a point inside the cell (say p1) and20
de¯ning, as a function of angle, the distance to the edge of the cell. Pixels
which are closer to p1 than the edge are de¯ned as cell. They then de¯ne a cost
function for minimising the mean squared error between the original and the
constructed image. This is used to de¯ne an optimal constructed image via an
iterative process of selection of two parameter vectors. One parameter vector
controls the form of the distance function, and the other controls the pixel
intensity of pixels once they have been labeled as either cell or background.
The ¯nal segmentation is obtained by a threshold on the ¯nal constructed
image. The method is fundamentally based on the assumption that cells are
convex regions, so this method is not directly applicable to our data-set.
In many situations, cells form elliptical shapes. In [78] a genetic algorithm
is used in order to detect ellipses. An approximate estimate for the size of
cells within an image could be obtained by the number of nuclei, and exclud-
ing background and clumps of cells from this count. Excluding background
and clumps of cells yields the monolayer of cells in the image. The number of
nuclei in monolayer is the same as the number of cells. In a ¯xed monolayer
area, the area of each cell varies inversely with the number of cells. Hence
in a monolayer the number of nuclei can be used to give a proxy measure for
cell size. Cell edges in our images are, usually, denoted by a sharp intensity
gradient in the red channel. Hence it would be possible to assign a score (ob-
jective function) to closed contours by the gradient in the red channel and the
closeness of the area contained within the contour to the approximate cell size.
The format for processes could be as follows: (i) Choose a start place (ii) Trace
out a contour. The mutable elements of the processes could be the value of
coe±cients adjusting how far away from a nucleus a contour starts, and the
ratio of coe±cients dictating whether the contour follows an intensity gradient
or distance from the nucleus. It would be possible to implement the above
procedure using dynamic programming using manually selected coe±cients.
A genetic algorithm could give the basis for selecting these coe±cients. Addi-
tional components could be added to the objective function such as penalising
contours which include regions of background. Genetic algorithms can be used
to solve optimisation problems. They will not, in general, ¯nd an optimal
solution.
Campbell et al. [10] aim to identify the types of shell¯sh larvae present in
a sample of water. The images are segmented by binarisation into object and
background using a threshold based on the image intensity histogram. Wu et
al. [75] describe an iterative thresholding procedure for segmenting cells from
noisy images. Two image regions are assumed: cellular regions and background
regions. It is assumed that each region should have one pixel intensity and
that variation from this intensity is due to independently distributed Gaussian21
noise. This assumption does not hold for our images.
There are a number of adaptive threshold selection techniques. The Expec-
tation Maximisation (EM) algorithm (see Appendix A) can be used to model
underlying distributions in any given region [72]. Wu et al. [77] tackle cell
segmentation across sequences of images. Their approach is two step: ¯rst an
approximate region about the cell is cutout, referred to as the approximate
region, and then the cell is accurately segmented within this region. Part of
the bene¯t of this approach is that it diminishes the problem of varying il-
luminance across the image. [72] also notes that global thresholds for light
microscope images may perform poorly due to variations in imaging condi-
tions across single images, and also between images obtained under di®erent
experimental setups. The approximate region is found via a threshold based
on local variance. A window is passed over each pixel and the variance of the
image within the window is calculated. This gives a double peaked histogram
of variances. The peak with the higher variance corresponds to background
while the narrower, higher peak corresponds to object pixels. A global thresh-
old is then de¯ned, by Kittler & Illingworth's method [37], on the variance
histogram to distinguish object and background. This method de¯nes a larger
region as object than Otsu's method [53], and hence has less chance of clipping
part of the cell out, which is not desired. On this approximate region another
global threshold is used, chosen via Otsu's method. A connected components
algorithm is then run. The largest non-background component is taken to be
the cell. Holes in the cell region are ¯lled in by identifying small disconnected
background regions. The boundary of the cell is smoothed via a closing oper-
ation. This method produces good results for uncluttered cells, however, our
images contain touching and overlapping cells. This method could be used for
accurate determination of the nuclear region in our cell images, but that is not
a primary aim.
Given the scope of the problem, the literature is mainly notable for a lack of
good cell segmentation solutions. Papers invariably address a speci¯c dataset.
Two notable pieces of image analysis software that have been designed for
application to cell images, CellPro¯ler [12, 13] and Calmorph [52, 70, 61], are
considered next. They segment cells and then measure features of those cells.
2.1.1 CellPro¯ler
Cellpro¯ler is open source, modular software written in Matlab. It collates a
number of algorithms to measure cell properties and provides a user interface.
The software use a pipeline concept to allow °exibility in the calculations
made. The pipeline can be modi¯ed to include or exclude certain modules. A
typical pipeline consists of illumination correction, object identi¯cation, and22
measurement phases. Measurements made include calculation of areas, shape,
intensity and texture. Some of these measurements are calculations such as
area and perimeter, while others are texture descriptors, based on ¯lters such
as Zernike polynomials, Haralick and Gabor ¯lters.
Fig. 2.1: Image analysis shown in the scheme of determining gene function. Cellpro¯ler
has been designed to carry out the automated image analysis stage. It is this niche that
we also seek to occupy
A good showcase of the type of result that can be obtained using CellPro¯ler
is given in [12]. The use of CellPro¯ler needs to be biologically informed in
terms of what parameters are measured. That is to say that the choice of which
aspects of an image are measured should be decided by the speci¯c topic being
studied. The strength of this approach is that it directly informs biologists of
numbers they are interested in. The weakness is that a researcher must know
exactly what they are looking for. This precludes clustering cells based on an
unexpected variable, such as might occur in a genome wide screen.
Statistical signi¯cance is calculated via Z and V factors. By supplying
positive and negative examples of some feature, such as large nucleus or normal
nucleus, the Z and V factors can be used to determine which of the many
calculated measurements are most signi¯cant for distinguishing between them.
The test assumes that data is taken from a normal distribution. The Z factor
is:
Z =
(¹p ¡ ¹c) ¡ 3(¾p + ¾c)
¹p ¡ ¹c
(2.1)
Where ¹p & ¾p are the mean and standard deviation of the positive dis-
tribution, and ¹c & ¾c are the mean and standard deviation of the control
distribution. Values of the Z factor range between ¡1 and 1. A value of 1 de-
notes an ideal assay with no overlap of the positive and negative distributions.
The V factor is a similar statistical test.
The largest algorithmic contribution of CellPro¯ler is provided by their cell23
segmentation technique [13]. The idea follows from that of an edge stopping
function. Hence a cell region should only be expanded from the centre until a
signi¯cant gradient is reached. Their method is based on propagation methods
of distance. Propagation is a distance transform (see chapter 3) version of
the watershed algorithm. Their contribution is phrasing the distance as a
Riemannian metric, allowing addition of a \regularity parameter" which can be
adjusted. A Riemannian metric is not a true metric, but instead a speci¯cation
of a matrix from which distance can be de¯ned. In 2 dimensions, consider a
matrix,
Ã
g1;1 g1;2
g2;1 g2;2
!
Then de¯ne a distance between points a and b by:
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The xi represent the coordinate system, and t is a dummy variable. Al-
though this can be extended to arbitrary dimensions, we have no need to do
that here. Note that the matrix corresponding to the Euclidean metric is the
identity matrix. The matrix used to de¯ne distance by Jones et al. [13] is
G =
rg(Im)rgT(Im)+¸I
1+¸ Where I represents the identity matrix, Im represents
the image and ¸ is a constant termed the regularity parameter. g is a blurring
function which is applied to the image. Increasing the regularity parameter,
¸, biases the metric to account less for image gradient and more for Euclidean
distance.
A major claim of [12], which I agree with, is that there are no adequate cell
image analysis software packages currently available. Commercial software is
frequently lacking in °exibility and sometimes in accuracy. A notable point
about CellPro¯ler is that it has been developed as a tool for biologists. The user
interface has been designed for use without knowledge of the algorithms. This
is an essential design since many of the people who will use software like this are
not programmers or mathematicians. Although CellPro¯ler calculates many
statistics about cells, it does not contain a classi¯cation procedure. Instead,
the classi¯cation method is left up to the user.
2.1.2 Calmorph
Calmorph [52], [70], [61] is freely available software written in Java, and simi-
lar to CellPro¯ler in approach. Calmorph has been designed to study budding
yeast cells. The segmentation task is signi¯cantly easier for yeast as there is24
little, if any, overlap of cells. In the Calmorph manual the following recommen-
dations are made \In the images, the cells should not be too close together,
and the brightness of the cell wall images should be as uniform as possible",
\Incorrect data may result if more than two cells are stuck together" and \is
highly probable that incorrect data may result for cells with shapes that di®er
greatly from an ellipse". Given these restrictions the segmentation task can
be very well tackled by a threshold to remove background. The limitations on
type of image to be analysed mean Calmorph is not applicable to our images,
but it is still excellent for the speci¯c task for which it was designed. Although
it invokes the use of thresholds to decide certain factors which could have been
decided by a more detailed manner, it is frequently necessary to make such
judgement calls in biological problems. It is a good example of how to design
a biological analysis tool and is described below for this reason.
Comprehensive analysis of budding yeast mutant traits is an aim of Ohya
et al [52]. This is done using triple stained cells: cell surface protein, actin and
DNA were each stained with °uorescent dye. Using the Calmorph software ¯ve
hundred and one parameters were measured. Examples of actin parameters
include number of actin patches, location of actin patches, size of actin patches,
brightness of actin patches and gravity center of actin region. Cell parameters
include, gravity point of cell, distinction of new end and old end, and cell size.
DNA parameters include, gravity center of nucleus, brightest point, the most
far point from the gravity center, nuclear size, the sum of nuclear brightness
and maximum of brightness of nucleus. The idea is to identify and characterise
mutants by measuring their cell parameters. As a sample, the following are
mentioned in [70].
From these 501 parameters, 254 were judged to be statistically reliable.
Statistical reliability was decided via the ShapiroWilk Test for Normality. The
value for this test statistic had to be greater than a threshold for the parameter
to be accepted as reliable. One hundred and seventy ¯ve of the two hundred
and ¯fty four parameters were de¯ned as independent as they had correlation
coe±cient of less than 0.9. Alternatives would have been to weight the parame-
ters according to independence, or to de¯ne a transformation to an orthogonal
space, but, in my opinion this approach is ¯ne given the large number of pa-
rameters involved. For wildtype (normal) cells, distributions were de¯ned for
each of these parameters.
Ohya et al. estimate that the number of deletion strains in the screen
having an e®ect on morphology is given by the number signi¯cantly abnormal
in at least one parameter. A stringent parameter of p < 0.0001 was used
to determine signi¯cantly abnormal. Similar to alternatives suggested above,
alternatives to the use of this threshold can be envisaged, such as a ranking25
either by the parameter in which cells are most abnormal or a multivariate
score. The method seems appropriate for ¯nding results conservatively. It
is likely to be a conservative estimate, since a mutant phenotype might not
be extremely di®erent from the normal population in any of the measured
parameters, but only those which are picked up using the given p value. A
previous study gave 4,718 mutants from a systematically constructed gene
deletion collection. Given a population size of 4,718 randomly selected genes,
the conservative estimate would be expected to produce 4718£175£0:0001 =
83 positive results, assuming independence of parameters. The estimate Ohya
et al. found is 2,378 putative morphological mutants, of which 544 were from
deletions of genes with unknown function. The parameters measured give a
basis for characterising the e®ect of gene deletions. The point worth stressing
is that identifying 544 genes with unknown function as being important in
morphology is a very useful result, irrespective of the fact that some of the
methodology is not as tight it could be.
These results validate the software as a useful tool for identi¯cation and
description of new mutants in yeast. However, the cells in our images would
not be segmented accurately by their methods, as explained above. The quality
of the measurements of the parameters in Calmorph is entirely dependent on
the accuracy of the segmentation, and so would not give accurate results for
our images. Hence Calmorph is noteworthy but not applicable to our images.
This software provides the best case scenario for this type of direct feature
measurement based analysis.
2.1.3 Segmentation summary
Successful published applications of computational analysis of biological im-
ages primarily depend on segmentation of the cells from the images. For some
types of images such as those of yeast, segmentation is an easy task compared
to the task of segmenting cells in our images. The main problem with the pre-
ceding approaches is the lack of a segmentation procedure which is su±cient
to calculate cell features in our images accurately.
2.2 Classi¯cation
Classi¯cation of objects in an image can be de¯ned as assigning a class label
to each pixel in the image. In certain circumstances it may not be necessary
to label every pixel, but instead to label regions of a certain class, or another
similar sub-problem. In this section I describe biological classi¯cation schemes
and explain how they relate to our problem.
Neural networks have also been used as classi¯ers of objects in biological26
images [51]. In [51], a user clicks on regions of the image denoting °uorescently
stained lymphocytes, and regions far from selected regions are selected at ran-
dom to denote non-lymphocyte regions. A neural network (local linear map
(LLM)-type) is then trained using the selected regions. The features used from
the selected regions are the eigenvectors obtained from PCA decomposition of
the covariance matrix of the image patches. They report 90-95% correct clas-
si¯cation of true positives, and 80-87% correct classi¯cation of true negatives.
We will not use neural networks, but an interesting item from this paper is the
method of selection: asking a user to input regions of images in which they are
interested. This could form the ¯rst stage of a detection, segmentation and
recognition system, where the task to be performed is speci¯cally guided by
the user's interests.
Campbell et al. [10] aim to identify the types of shell¯sh larvae present in a
sample of water. After segmentation, classi¯cation proceeds using rotationally
invariant features and then Fisher linear discriminant measures. The method
is good, but is facilitated by ease of segmentation for Campbell's images. The
applicability of the method is restricted due to an inadequate segmentation
procedure for our images.
Automated detection of live cells in a tissue culture is examined in [68]. The
main objective of this paper is to distinguish cells from cellular debris which
exists in their cultures of the cell line they use. Their algorithm uses 18 features
to distinguish cells from other objects. Examples of features are \average
depth of minima relative to background" and \maximum peak height between
minima". A linear discriminant function is applied using feature measurements
to determine whether a detected object is a cell or cellular debris. The direct
relevance of this paper to the RNAi project is limited, since the setup is so
di®erent. However, it demonstrates the type of technique that can be pro¯tably
employed if we could determine features of many di®erent cells. Accurate
determination of features of cells requires accurate segmentation of the cells.
This is not tackled in [68] since the goal is cell detection rather than cell
classi¯cation.
In general, the existing literature is speci¯c to a given dataset. The pro-
cedures are not generalisable. Hence it seems appropriate to develop our own
classi¯cation procedure for our dataset. Our aim will be to develop a method
which is generalizable, as well as being useful for our dataset. To do this, I
looked instead to decision theory, classi¯cation and machine vision literature.
2.2.1 Generative Models
Given the di±culties with the methods outlined above, we approach the prob-
lem by building a generative model of cells. Once the framework has been27
developed this approach has the bene¯t of being generalisable to any type of
image. Generative models, and the development of a novel biological model
are described in Chapter 4. So far, there has been less application of generative
models, compared to the methods discussed above. Carravick et al. [11] use
Latent Dirichlet Allocation [8] to derive a hierarchical model of lung images.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a generative probabilistic model taking inspira-
tion from latent semantic indexing. Probabilistic latent semantic indexing can
be used to classify objects into classes without prior speci¯cation of the classes
to be used [67]. We aim for this type of result, but initially specify model
classes.
Jojic et al. have presented a generative model of an image, based on mod-
eling an image as a collection of patches. We decided to develop a new method
based on the work of Jojic et al. [33], fully described in Chapter 4, and apply it
to analysis of images of cells in our dataset. Our model is less sensitive to seg-
mentation than measurement-based schemes which rely on accurate segmen-
tation. In the next chapter, a segmentation procedure based on the methods
seen in the literature is developed. The segmentation procedure makes use of
thresholds, morphological operators and a form of the watershed algorithm.
The segmented data will be used as input to the generative model developed
in Chapter 4.3. PRE-PROCESSING, CELL DETECTION AND APPROXIMATE
SEGMENTATION PROCEDURES
The purpose of this chapter is to de¯ne regions of interest in the cell images.
Ideally these regions would coincide exactly with cell boundaries. However, the
problem is doubly under-constrained. A given image can have many segmen-
tations and a given data value can be caused by many conditions. Insertion
of semantic knowledge in the speci¯c situation can help provide a satisfactory
solution to each problem. A method to ¯nd the cells in the images and to ap-
proximately segment them from the image is described. The purpose of this is
to extract cell regions so that they can be used as an input to train and test the
classi¯er developed in the next chapter. The stages involved are preprocessing,
detection of the approximate cell centre, and then cutting out an approximate
cell region based on Euclidean distance to the nucleus. This method was found
to give results which were too variable for the range of images in our dataset.
Instead we developed a simpler method which operates by cutting out circular
regions around the centre of the nucleus of cells.
3.1 Preprocessing
3.1.1 Preprocessing: Method
The images are colour images of size 640x512 pixels. A typical image will
contain order of 100 cells. The intensity range of the images varies greatly
across the entire set. Part of the intensity di®erence is due to the nature of the
cell, possessing more or less of a staining target (e.g. more actin). However,
some of the intensity di®erence is not due to any property of the cell, but
instead due to experimental variability or error, such as the level of staining, a
non-uniform washing process and the position in the well. The washing process
is designed to remove °oating, that is cells which have not adhered to the
surface of the plate. However, this process is not uniform, and indeed involved
a \banging" component whereby plates would be banged manually on a bench
top in order to remove cells which had not adhered to the surface. This was
then followed by rinsing o® the plate, before ¯xing the cells and staining them.
The staining can be a®ected by slight variations in the quantity of antibody-
dye product added. Ideally we would like to only see the intensity di®erences29
which are due to genuine cell di®erences. Hence we look at schemes to mitigate
the e®ect of other sources. That is we seek to boost the signal to noise ratio.
To do this we will look at normalisation and illumination correction of the
data. Illumination correction may be appropriate for images such as ours, since
due to experimental procedure there may be consistent illumination variance
across the images, independent of the content. Images could be normalised
on a per image basis, or on a per plate basis. There is a strong argument
against normalising across all images, since the variation between images is
such that it is not expected that the average brightness and/or total brightness
is the similar for each image. However, since there are 396 images per plate,
it is reasonable to expect that plates should have similar average brightness
levels. We therefore choose plate based normalisation. Initially we tried these
procedures before any other pre-processing. However, there are large regions
of the images in which cells have clumped together. It is very di±cult to obtain
any information about individual cells in these regions, and hence clumps can
be considered as noise cluttering the signal. Before normalisation, I therefore
removed clumps from the images as described below.
The large swathes of orange in the cell images, see (Figure 3.1) are cell
clumps: regions of the plate where many cells are on top of each other and
hence give a bright response. The signal in these clumps come from many
cells and there is very little information for a trained biologist in these regions.
Although clumping itself may be considered to be a phenotype, beyond the
existence of clumps, there is not much more information that can be gleaned
from clump regions. For this reason clumps will not be excluded from further
analysis, although this is an issue which could be re-visited after examining
the more information rich regions of the images. Regions of high green and
red intensity denote these clumps. Regions above 90% of maximum intensity
in the image in both the red and green channels are considered to be part of
a clump. A binary mask is created to denote clump region via thresholding at
90% and the use of logical operations. A connected components algorithm is
run on the mask in order to label each region of the mask. The area of each
connected component is found at the same time. Components with an area
less than 100 pixels are removed from the mask.
Next the morphological operation of opening is performed to clean the im-
age. Visually it was found that the following erosion and dilation structuring
elements worked well. The erosion structuring element was:
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The dilation structuring element used was:
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Erosion then dilation was performed iteratively eight times, using the above
structuring elements to create a ¯nal mask. This mask is inverted and elemen-
twise multiplied by the original image matrix to yield the original minus clump
and background regions. Although closing involves erosion and dilation using
the same structuring element, it was found that the above procedure gave
better results, in terms of removing non-nuclei regions while retaining regions
judged (by eye) to be real nuclei.
Next the mask is further tidied up using a size ¯lter. Only regions of
foreground larger than 20 pixels in area are maintained as foreground regions.
The sums are done per colour channel. This is a slow process, but since it is
only performed once it is an acceptable computational cost.
The average pixel intensity varies from plate to plate. Of course, we would
like the pixel intensity to vary with the level of a given protein. However, since
the allocation of phenotypes to plates is random, we would expect the average
pixel intensity of a large number of images to be approximately equal. Hence,
I implemented inter-plate pixel normalisation. This was done using a scaling
factor on the remaining region, which will be referred to as the monolayer.
The scaling was performed according to equation 3.1.
In = Io ¤ (Pmax=Pc) (3.1)
Where In;Io;Pmax;&Pc are the normalised monolayer intensities (a vector
of pixels), the original monolayer intensities (a vector of pixels), the largest
sum of monolayer intensities (summed over all images) over a plate (a scalar
value), and the sum of monolayer intensities (summed over all images) of the
plate containing the image being normalised (a scalar value). The e®ect of
this is to normalise the average pixel intensity of the monolayer in each plate
up to the largest in the set. This process is designed to remove variation
across plates (we argue that the average pixel intensity across a large number
of images is a constant) and transforms the data to re°ect this. Normalising
the plates up in this manner is e®ective for this purpose, as can be seen in
Figure 3.2. Each colour channel is considered independent for the purposes
of normalisation since they were obtained one at a time in the experimental
stage. Hence the above process is repeated per colour channel.31
3.1.2 Preprocessing: Results
To display the results of the preprocessing, an image which has a large amount
of cell clumping is shown in Figure 3.1 The original image, which contains many
clumps, is shown on the left, together with the same image but with clumps
and background removed shown on the right.
Fig. 3.1: Preprocessing stages: Top left: Original image. The orange/yellow regions are clumps
of cells. Top right: Clump and background mask. Bottom left: Mask after 8 iterations
of erosion and dilation (erosion then dilation, erosion then dilation, etc). Bottom right:
Mask placed over the image to include only the regions in which we are interested.
The results of the inter-plate normalisation can be seen in 3.2.32
Fig. 3.2: Normalisation The raw, monolayer and normalised monolayer intensities are shown.
Note the resultant normalised line across plates which is close to °at.33
3.1.3 Preprocessing: Discussion
The preprocessing e®ectively removes clumps of cells and background regions
from consideration, and then normalises the monolayer between plates. How-
ever, the clump removal stage also removes some mitotic cells which are not
necessarily part of a clump of cells. This could be avoided by only removing
large clumps of cells from the image. However, in the ¯rst instance we aim
to examine (via the method developed in the next chapter) the shape of cells
in interphase, so the exclusion of cells in mitosis is useful. Preprocessing po-
tentially removes or °attens interesting parts of the data. For example the
performing clump removal does not work equally well on each image. In some
images the automated clump removal I have designed removes cells from the
monolayer, while in others parts of the clump region remains. This is due to
the method of choosing the threshold, which does not work equally well for
all images. Otsu's method [53], was also tried, in order to set the threshold
individually for each image. Otsu's method works by choosing a threshold to
separate pixel intensities into two bins which minimise the intra-class variance
of each bin. However, this did not in fact work as well as a ¯xed threshold,
yielding similar problems to described above. The method intrinsically as-
sumes a certain percentage of pixels are foreground and a certain percentage
are background. However, the percentage of clump pixels varies from image
to image, and the clump percentage of the image is sometimes signi¯cantly
less than or more than 50 percent, ranging between 0 and 95 percent. This
presents a signi¯cant variation from the assumptions made by Otsu's method.
An additional preprocessing stage that needs to be implemented in future
is illumination correction, since the images tend to be dimmer around the
edge. A module for performing this is found in CellPro¯ler [12]. The e®ect of
missing out a global illumination correction step is minimised by normalisation
of each region of interest. The greatest illuminance irregularities occur around
the edges of the wells, so another way of reducing the problem of illumination
correction is to remove a border around the edge of the well. However, this
is not done in order to maximise the number of cells available for use in the
classi¯cation model described in the next Chapter.
3.2 Cell Detection
The next task is to ¯nd the cells in the image. The example ¯gures below refer
to processing done on the image of cells shown in the top left of Figure 3.3.
This task is simpli¯ed by the fact that DNA, which is con¯ned to the nucleus,
is stained blue, and every cell has DNA. The nucleus is the biological centre
of a cell, and in most cases is close to the geometric centre. Bright regions in34
the blue channel, see top right of Figure 3.3, denote the nuclei. Hence, nuclear
detection can be performed using an intensity threshold.
3.2.1 Nuclei detection: Method
Distinct Nuclei
Fig. 3.3: Nuclei Detection Stages: Top left: Original. Top right: The blue channel, showing
cell nuclei. Bottom left: Thresholded blue channel. Bottom right: Erosion and connected
components algorithm used to label distinct nuclei.
The blue channel of these images consists of pixels belonging to nuclei and
pixels not belonging to a nuclei. Pixels which belong to nuclei are consid-
ered foreground pixels, and all others to be background pixels. This is done
by thresholding the image by intensity. A threshold is chosen for the image
using Otsu's method [53]. Distinct foreground regions are then labeled via a
connected components algorithm [59].
Very small regions of blue need to be excluded, since they are likely to
be caused by noise, as shown in the bottom left of Figure 3.3. These small
\nuclei" can be removed via erosion. The structuring element that was found
to work well was:
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Most nuclei (the exact proportion is image dependent) are not \deleted" by35
this process. Although the process reduces the size of the remaining nuclei,
the purpose here is nuclear detection rather than accurate determination of
the nuclear region. The overall process is successful (for our purposes) as long
as we can identify some nuclei in the monolayer. More nuclei is a bonus, but
we would like to avoid false positive detection of nuclei. Visible in the bottom
right of the images is a large nuclear region which is due to two nascent nuclei
that have not yet completed mitosis. This is especially clear in the thresholded
image in the bottom left image of Figure 3.3.
3.2.2 Nuclei detection: Results
Distinct Nuclei
Fig. 3.4: Nuclei Detection Results Distinct nuclei are shown. For visual clarity each nucleus is
given a di®erent colour (However, note some of the shades appear similar)
3.2.3 Nuclei detection: Discussion
The result is a good basis for ¯nding the centres of mass of the nuclei, by
equal weighting of the nuclear pixels, and hence a good approximation for the
centres of the cells in the image. The detected centres of mass of nuclei tally
well with what would be de¯ned by a biologist as centres of mass of nuclei.
The nuclei are not rounded like real nuclei. This is due to the small number
of pixels which make up the nuclei, combined with the e®ect of binarising the
image. The next stage is to de¯ne cell regions based on the detected nuclei.
3.3 Cell Extraction
I will look at two methods of cell extraction: Voronoi partition of the image
based on cell nuclei, and cutting out circular regions around cell nuclei. In each
case the pre-processing and nuclei detection stages are as described above.36
3.3.1 Cell Extraction by Voronoi Partition: Method
Cells are extracted by assigning points in the image plane as belonging to one
nucleus or another, based on distance. This is done using distance transforms.
A distance transform is a \distance map" showing the distance of points in
a plane to some speci¯ed object. The purpose of calculating the distance trans-
form is to ¯nd a partition of the image plane which will provide approximate
cell regions. There are fast methods of calculating the distance map which
avoid the slow process of ¯nding the distance of every pixel in the plane to
every detected nucleus [15, 17, 19, 55]. Figure 3.5 shows a distance transform
applied to a typical image of cells, based on the centres of detected nuclei.
Fig. 3.5: Distance transform displayed as a heat map. Hotter colours represent points in the
plane far from any identi¯ed nucleus centre
Points closer to one nucleus than any other are taken as belonging to the cell
which contains that nucleus. This is called a Voronoi partition and provides
the basis for cutting out cells from the image in the ¯rst instance. Figure 3.6
shows the image plane from Figures 3.3 & 3.5 partitioned by closest nucleus.
Individual cell regions are then placed into boxes of size 100 x 100 pixels. This
is considerably larger than the average size of a cell (approximated to be 30
pixels diameter for a typical wildtype cell), since there is large variability across
the entire set.
The size of the nuclei found in the cell detection stage is recorded. Cell
regions belonging to large \nuclei" are removed as they may be nuclei under-
going division or staining artifacts, such as can be seen in Figure 3.7. The
choice about the largest acceptable nuclear size was decided in a heuristic
manner, dependent on experience. Here a total pixel area of below 40 pixels
was allowed. However, this stage is performed after the cell regions have been
calculated via the Voronoi partition, so that the corresponding cell region is
also removed. This avoids falsely enlarging neighbouring cell regions.
The quality of the cell region extraction is qualitatively assessed by com-37
Fig. 3.6: Voronoi partition of the plane by nearest nucleus. These regions denote putative
cell regions. Each cell is given a di®erent colour.
Fig. 3.7: Example of a staining artifact: a blue staining artifact is visible in the bottom left.
paring with hand segmented cells.
Polar Coordinates
The cutout cells are converted from Cartesian coordinates into polar coordi-
nates. Cells are naturally organised around the \central" point of their nucleus,
and so polar coordinates is a natural way of representing them. Bilinear inter-
polation is used to de¯ne pixel values in the new coordinate system. The size
of 100 x 100 pixels is retained for the polar coordinate system. The origin in
the new coordinate system is chosen to be the centre of the nucleus.38
3.3.2 Cell Extraction by Voronoi Partition: Results
Figure 3.8 shows examples of individual cell regions as de¯ned by Figure 3.6
Fig. 3.8: Example cell cutouts via a Voronoi partition
Fig. 3.9: Polar Coordinates. Conversion of a cell cutout from cartesian coordinates on the left
to polar coordinates on the right39
3.3.3 Cell Extraction by Voronoi Partition: Discussion
The process of cell extraction from image to partition of the image plane is
shown in Figure 3.10. The cell regions cut out are di®erent from the regions
that would be cutout by a trained biologist. However, the aim here is not
accurate segmentation of the cells, but rather to de¯ne regions of interest that
provide training samples for the model described in the next chapter. The
Voronoi regions necessarily contain parts of the cell membrane, which is vital
when studying cell morphology, since the cell edge is one of the main factors
that de¯nes cell morphology.
Fig. 3.10: Voronoi Cutout Summary Top left: Original image. Top right: Distance transform
displayed as a heat map. Hotter colours represent points in the plane far from any
identi¯ed nucleus centre. Bottom left: Voronoi partition of the plane by nearest nucleus.
These regions denote putative cell regions. Each cell is given a di®erent colour. Bottom
right: Borders from Voronoi partition shown overlaid on the original image
Initially the angular nature of the regions which inexactly match the cells
would appear to be the largest problem with the method. However, recalling
the purpose of the segmentation, the unpredictable nature of the cutout region
is in fact a larger problem. Due to the nature of the cells, Voronoi partitioning
performs variably depending on the speci¯cs of the image. This variation is not,
in general, a direct function of the cell morphology, which is the property we
are analysing. In e®ect this introduces an additional source of arbitrary noise
into our data. Since the segmentation is intended to provide training data for
model building we would like to remove any sources of arbitrary noise. Hence,40
I next tried a simpler method of cell region extraction that is more predictable.
3.3.4 Cell Extraction by ¯xed regions: Method
As in the case of Voronoi cutouts, the centre of mass of cell nuclei 3.2.1, provide
the seed points for selecting cell regions. For each detected nucleus a 42x42
square is de¯ned with its centre at the centre of mass of the detected nucleus.
This is smaller than the above 100x100 containing box, since now I do not aim
to guarantee that the entire cell is in the box, but instead that a representative
portion of the cell monolayer centred on a nucleus is in the box.
Polar Coordinates
As above the cutout cell regions are converted from Cartesian coordinates into
polar coordinates. Cells have an intrinsic radial symmetry to them, and so
this is a natural way of representing them. Bilinear interpolation is used to
de¯ne pixel values in the new coordinate system. The size of 40 x 40 pixels
is retained for the polar coordinate system. The origin in the new coordinate
system is chosen to be the centre of the nucleus.41
3.3.5 Cell Extraction by ¯xed regions: Results
Fig. 3.11: Square Cutouts A sample of the square cutouts is shown on an example image. Not
all square regions are shown for clarity.
Fig. 3.12: Transformation Of Square Cutout Into Polar Coordinates An individual square
cutout on the left converted into polar coordinates on the right.
3.3.6 Cell Extraction by ¯xed regions: Discussion
The process of selecting square regions around nuclei and then de¯ning a circle
of ¯xed size around them is a simple approach, but one which works well for
our purposes. It shows insensitivity to vagaries in the images. For our purposes
the cell regions extracted are su±cient in the ¯rst instance, since the aim is to
provide training data for model learning, rather than exact segmentation.
3.4 Discussion
The method developed in this chapter has largely been presented as a means to
an end. That is as a means to obtaining approximate training and test data for
the generative models developed in the next chapter. There are numerous areas
in which the results produced by the methods in this chapter may interfere
with further analysis. These are discussed in this section.
In the preprocessing section of this chapter, certain regions of the images
are removed. In particular cell clumps are removed. The size of the dataset42
is very large, as discussed in Chapter 1, and hence an automated process for
removing the cell clumps must be devised. The method used to detect cell
clumps was searching for regions of very high pixel intensity. A clump removal
algorithm could either remove too much of the image, removing portions of
the image which are not clumps of cells, or alternatively remove too little of
the image, and leave regions of clump in the processed version of the image.
In the case where too much of the image is removed, this causes two prob-
lems. The ¯rst is that legitimate regions of the cell monolayer are removed,
which reduces the number of cells available. This in itself has two e®ects. In
the instance where the phenotype of the image is being inferred, reducing the
number of cells available with which to make this judgment would reduce the
accuracy of determining the phenotype in the image. Alternatively we may
be using the cells in the image to learn the parameters of a model of that
phenotype. Reducing the number of cells available may (depending on the
model) reduce the e±cacy of the learnt model in describing that phenotype.
The speci¯cs of how much data is required will depend on the model, however,
for the models that we develop, as much training data as possible is desirable.
In general more training data is considered bene¯cial when training models.
A second e®ect of removing some cells is that it may alter the pro¯le of the
detected cells in the image. That is, the cells which are removed by an overly
stringent clump removal algorithm may all share characteristics not shown in
the remaining cells. For example this could be seen in an image in which there
are two types of cell present; wildtype cells (seen in those cells which have not
had their mRNA su±ciently depleted to show a phenotype) and cells display-
ing the phenotype associated with knockdown of the mRNA (seen in those
cells in which the targeted gene has been e®ectively knocked down). This will
hinder the ability to recognise any phenotype present in the image.
Conversely, allowing too much of the clump regions to remain brings with it
problems of its own. Any clump regions in the images will be detected as cell
regions, since they have underlying nuclei. This will yield cell regions being
taken forward for analysis which are not recognisable as cells. If these regions
were used as training data when learning a model of a phenotype then this
will contaminate the result, giving a hybrid model of the phenotype plus clump
region.
It is desirable to avoid each scenario, and to only remove those regions of
the images that would be de¯ned as clumps of cell by eye. However, across
the image dataset both problems are encountered. For some images regions
of clump remain, while in others legitimate cell monolayer regions have been
removed. A di±culty common to all of the preprocessing methods is encoun-
tered at this point. That is that actually estimating the errors made, and43
taking steps to reduce any errors. Errors are de¯ned by reference to what
a human would if removing the clump regions by hand. Due to the size of
the dataset it is infeasible to ¯nd this for every image. Methods of reducing
any error could be explored, such as using adaptive thresholding algorithms.
These algorithms could then be evaluated against a subset of the whole set
which had been \correctly" marked by hand. Carrying out such an analysis
would be useful, and may reduce downstream e®ects associated with clump
removal. However, thresholding algorithms are not the focus of this thesis,
and the process of clump removal was performed as a sensible step to reduce
the e®ect of cell clumps. It is noted that more work could be done to reliably
remove clump regions, but it is not further explored here.
3.5 Chapter Conclusion
Adequate de¯nition, for our purposes, of regions of interest has been achieved.
The segmentation is far from ideal, as compared with cell regions segmented
by a human expert. However, from experience, the regions chosen su±ciently
capture cell regions so that the regions of interest of cells of di®erent phenotypes
can usually be distinguished by eye.
Many possible improvements and alternatives to the segmentation proce-
dure could be explored, including altering speci¯c values used in the prepro-
cessing, such as the size and shape of structuring elements, or the level of the
thresholds. This part of the process is speci¯c to the images used, and may be
explored more fully at a later date if it is found that the automated segmen-
tation described in this chapter is limiting the accuracy of the classi¯cation
of cell images. The extent to which the automated segmentation is problem-
atic can be assessed by comparing classi¯cation using automatically obtained
cell regions as against classi¯cation using hand segmented cells. In the next
chapter the framework for the classi¯cation procedure is described.4. BLUEPRINT: A NOVEL GENERATIVE MODEL FOR AUTOMATED
ANALYSIS OF CELL FORM
This chapter describes the development of a generative model that will be
used to classify cells. The purpose of the model is to represent an image
class, and to be able to compare the similarity of images in terms of the
statistics of local image variation. The model we develop uses unsupervised
learning, avoiding the need for explicit feature extraction. This is an advantage
over other methods which presuppose what they are looking for. The model
was inspired initially by epitomes [33]. Although epitomes were ¯rst tried,
in order to place the model in context and aid in explanation, a thought
progression from simpler models is presented. This chapter initially de¯nes
generative models, and de¯nes patch models. Next a systematic progression of
models from simply ¯tting a Gaussian to pixel data up to the epitome model
is described. At each stage of model development I show speci¯cally how the
parameters of each model can be learnt. This thought process is extended and
make some speci¯c adaptations to de¯ne the blueprint model which operates
by representing any image as an ensemble of patches.
4.1 Generative Models
A generative model of some data x is:
x = m(y) + » (4.1)
The data is modeled as consisting of a deterministic part, m(y), where y
is a vector of variables, plus a stochastic component, ».
For example a \Mixture of Gaussians" model of pixel intensity of an image is
a generative model of an image. Each pixel in the image is modeled as coming
from one of the Gaussians in the mixture. The Gaussians can be learnt using
a learning algorithm such as the Expectation Maximisation algorithm [21] (see
Appendix A).
If the model is written probabilistically (see Figure 4.1), then the likelihood
of a data vector being generated by the model can be found.
For example, given n di®erent models of cells, C1, C2 ... Cn, we can ¯nd the
likelihood, P(xjCi), of each model for a given cell, x. Then by using Bayes'45
Fig. 4.1: Generative Models Graph from two generative models showing the probability of a
variable, x
rule, equation 4.2 gives a probability that an image belongs to class j.
P(Cjjx) =
P(xjCj)P(Cj)
Pk=n
k=1 P(xjCk)P(Ck)
(4.2)
In the next section we consider generative models of images.
4.2 Patch Based Models
An image patch is any connected region of an image, but here all patches will
be square regions. A patch library is a collection of image patches. A patch
library can be considered as a generative model of images as follows. Given a
patch library we model an image by ¯rst tessellating it into patches, as shown
in Figure 4.2 b & Figure 4.2 c. Then each patch is formed by directly copying
a patch from the patch library. In general the patch from the patch library will
not ¯t the image patch exactly, and so some stochastic, or error, term must
be assumed.
Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 collectively demonstrate the idea. In 4.2a.) a
pictorial representation of a patch library is shown. The deterministic part of
the generative model is that each image patch is copied from a patch in the
patch library. The discrepancy between any image patch and the best ¯tting
library patch is described as an \error term" and is modeled by the stochastic
term in equation 4.1. In Figures 4.2b.)&c.) test images are shown divided up
into patches. Each of these patches will be modeled by a patch from the patch
library. Figure 4.3 shows a single patch from test image 1 being modeled by a
patch library. The patch library models this patch well, so only a small error
term must be assumed by the model in order to match the patch in the test
image. Figure 4.4 shows a single patch from test image 2 being modeled by a
patch library. In this case the patch library contains no good matches for the
chosen patch, hence a large error term must be assumed to allow the patch46
library to model the test image patch.
Fig. 4.2: Patch Library Model a.) The model: a patch library. b.) Test image 1 divided up
into patches. The red arrow points to the patch modeled in Figure 4.3. c.) Test image 2
divided up into patches. The red arrow points to the patch modeled in Figure 4.4
Fig. 4.3: Using a patch library model to describe an image a.) The best patch is extracted
from the patch library in order to model a patch in test image 1. b.) A small error term
is added to the patch in order to model a patch in test image 1.
Fig. 4.4: Using a patch library model to describe an image a.) The best patch is extracted
from the patch library in order to model a patch in test image 2. b.) A large error term
is added to the patch in order to model a patch in test image 2.47
The relative size of the error terms is the interesting part for our purposes.
The error term measures how well the best matching patch in the patch li-
brary models a given patch in the image. The cumulative error that must be
assumed in order to model the whole image, summed over all image patches,
can measure how well the patch library models the image. An alternative,
developed here, is to de¯ne probabilities of image patches based on the degree
of error.
The major limitation of a patch based library, as described, is that how well
an image is ¯tted by a patch library is highly dependent on the tessellation
of the image. For example, consider an image region which is exactly ¯tted
by a patch model under a given tessellation, see Figure 4.5. Now consider
what happens if we translate the tessellation slightly. In the second case the
image region is badly ¯tted by the given patch library model. It is desirable
to remove this dependence on tessellation choice, which is arbitrary, and such
a model is built up next.
Fig. 4.5: Patch library dependence on image tessellation Left: Patch library model. Right:
An image region to be modeled by the model. Two tessellations are shown, one shown in
white, the other in red. The red one is identical to the white one except it is translated
up and to the right. Under the white tessellation, the model gives an exact match for the
image region. Under the red tessellation, the patch library models the image poorly.
4.2.1 Continuous image representation of a patch model
If all the patches in the patch library are placed next to each other to form
a kind of image, then this results in many more patches being available for
selection, and reduces the problem of selection of image tessellation discussed
above (see Figure 4.5). This image representation of a patch library is shown
in Figure 4.6. The purpose of this representation is to reduce the e®ect of
the choice of image tessellation on how well a given model represents that
image. This is desirable since image tessellation is an arbitrary choice which
is not informative about the image. The idea is that a slight shift in image
tessellation can be accounted for by a slight shift in the region of the model48
used to describe the image, as shown in Figure 4.6.
Fig. 4.6: Continuous patch library model: Shown are two selections of 2x2 patches used to
model patches in the image. In a naive patch library, two separate patches would be
required to do this.
4.3 Building patch based models from Gaussian models
Fig. 4.7: Hierarchy of models: How di®erent models relate to each other and mixture of Gaus-
sians models. Next to each model is an example of what type of data it is suited to
modeling
In this section we build up models of starting with a Gaussian model of
data. From this it is possible to either build a mixture of Gaussians model,
or create a patch model which consists of a number of Gaussians, but in ¯xed
spatial relation to one another. The single patch model is a single multi-
dimensional Gaussian ¯tted to the data. From a mixture of Gaussians model
or a patch based model we can move to a mixture of patches model. A mix-
ture of patches model can be interpreted as a patch library. The mixture of
patches model is a mixture model of multi-dimensional Gaussians. (Note that
the probability distributions need not be normal distributions, but they are
assumed to be normal distributions for clarity of explanation. The model pro-
gression described could be written without reference to any particular form
of probability distribution, but since alternate distributions are not explored
in this thesis, such a level of generality is not deemed necessary).49
In all of the following models, each \position" in a model contains two pa-
rameters; a mean and a standard deviation. The models are intended to be
\learnt" using training data. For a given model form, the learning process
adjusts the parameters of the model to increase the probability of the training
data being generated by that model. The learning process (use of the Expec-
tation Maximisation algorithm) is described for each possible model. This is
added for clarity so that the process for learning the more complex models is
apparent by reference to the process for the simpler models. Speci¯cally, we
appreciate it is unnecessary to use the Expectation Algorithm to learn the pa-
rameters for a single Gaussian model, but we do so to demonstrate the learning
process, and help explain the hidden variables in the models (mappings from
the model to the image).
For each model explained, an example of how well the model can be used
to reconstruct a target image is given. Image reconstruction is not the overall
purpose of the models, but the image reconstruction ¯gures are supposed to
give a visual understanding of what kind of data the di®erent models are good
at describing.
4.3.1 Mappings from the model to the image
All the models described below use mappings from the model to the image.
The (set of) mappings from model coordinates to image coordinates are trans-
formations from one set of coordinates to another, as shown in Figure 4.8. In
this problem setup, the hidden variables, referred to in the description of the
EM algorithm in Appendix A, are the mappings. The purpose of the mappings
are to determine which sections of the model are being used to describe a given
piece of image data. The mappings are exhaustive, so that for every position
in the model there is a mapping from the model to each image patch (subject
to the de¯ned image tessellation).
Fig. 4.8: Mappings from model to data: A mapping of a patch in the model, on the left, to a
patch in an image on the right.50
4.3.2 Gaussian model of data
The simplest Gaussian patch model is when the patch size is 1x1. That is, each
position in the model is independent of its neighbours. Within this the most
simple model would be one consisting of only one probability distribution. The
best distribution to model a given image would then be one which has a mean
equal to that of the mean pixel intensity, and a variance equal to that of the
variance of pixel intensity. This is equivalent to ¯tting a normal distribution
to any set of data, and is shown in Figure 4.9.
Fig. 4.9: Simplest possible patch model: A Gaussian model of pixel intensities. On the left is
the image from which the epitome is trained. The model mean is shown in the middle. On
the right is the best reconstruction of the original image that this model could produce.
Although the model can be found directly via a maximum likelihood cal-
culation, I demonstrate how to learn it using the Expectation Maximisation
algorithm. It is important to note that this could be done using a maximum
likelihood calculation which would be more straightforward in this case. In
particular the description of the mean and standard deviation of the normal
distribution as a function of the mapping is unnecessary in this instance since
there is only one mapping. However, for the models we will de¯ne later there
are more mappings, and the values of the mean and standard deviation are
functions of the mappings. For reasons of continuity of thought the mean
and standard deviation are described as functions of the single mapping. The
probabilistic generative model is then as follows:
P(arjm;e) = N(arj¹(m)¾(m)) (4.3)
P(Ajm;e) =
Y
r
P(arjm;e) (4.4)
where ar is the pixel intensity of the rth pixel in the image A, and N(x;y,z) is
the probability of observation x coming from a normal distribution with mean
y and variance z. The patch model, e is characterised by the parameter vector
£, which consists of ¹ and ¾. Here, ¹ and ¾ are the mean and variance of the
Gaussian. The mappings, M, specify which part of the model is being used.51
Hence, the mean and variance are functions of the mapping. In this instance,
there is only one component to the model, so there is only one mapping. The
EM update equations are as follows:
E-Step:
P(mjar;e) = P(arjm;e)
P(m)
P(ar)
(4.5)
where P(ar) is calculated by marginalising over all mappings:
P(ar) =
X
m2M
P(arjm;e)P(m) (4.6)
However, there is only one mapping, so P(mjar;e) = 1. It should also be
noted that P(m) = 1, and that these terms have been included in the equations
for reasons of continuity with the models that are built up later in the section.
The M-Step is a weighted maximum likelihood calculation:
^ ¹ =
P
r
P
m2M P(mjar;e)ar P
r
P
m2M P(mjar;e)
(4.7)
^ ¾ =
P
r
P
m2M P(mjar;e)(ar ¡ ¹(m))2
P
r
P
m2M P(mjar;e)
(4.8)
Substituting P(mjar;e) = 1 into the above shows the mean and the variance
of the data are the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters for the
data. We note again that a maximum likelihood estimate could have be used
instead of using the EM algorithm. The details of the EM process have been
included to help gain familiarity with the mappings, and the model syntax
that we are using.
4.3.3 Mixture of Gaussians model of data
The next simplest model would be one consisting of two probability distribu-
tions, again with patch size one in each case. Such an model could be good
at modeling a two tone picture, whereby each position in the epitome models
one of the tones. This model is a standard mixture of Gaussians model. This
is shown in Figure 4.10. As can be seen the model can regenerate the original
image well. Only the top right pixel is not faithfully reproduced.
Using a patch size of one, and a model composed of n distributions translates
directly into modeling a picture (equivalently a set of data) by n di®erent
normal distributions, and is exactly the same as a mixture of Gaussians model.
The EM algorithm can be used to learn the model parameters. In this case,
the governing equations are (as before):
P(arjm;e) = N(arj¹(m)¾(m)) (4.9)52
Fig. 4.10: A model consisting of two single pixel patches: The original image is on the left.
The model mean is shown in the middle. The best reconstruction is shown on the right.
In this case almost the entire original image is reproduced.
P(Ajm;e) =
Y
r
P(arjm;e) (4.10)
The variables are the same as above. The key di®erence here is that there
is now more than one mapping, m. The mappings are now drawn from a set
of set of mappings, M. Nevertheless, the equations remain much the same. To
¯nd the value of a patch given a set of mappings, M, the sum of probabilities
over all mappings in that set is found. The probabilistic model is now:
P(AjM;e) =
Y
r
X
m2M
P(arjm;e)P(m) (4.11)
E-Step:
P(mjar;e) = P(arjm;e)
P(m)
P(ar)
(4.12)
where P(ar) is calculated by marginalising over all mappings:
P(ar) =
X
m2Mr
P(arjm;e)P(m) (4.13)
There is a di®erent mapping set for each image pixel. This is to represent
all possible mappings from the model to that image pixel. Hence, we write the
mapping set as a function of image pixel label, Mr. Each mapping set, Mr has
n elements, where n is the total number of Gaussians in the mixture model.
Here we assume a constant distribution for the prior over the mappings, P(m),
that is P(m) = 1=jMj. The calculation for P(mjar;e) becomes:
P(mjar;e) =
P(arjm;e)
P
m2M P(arjm;e)
(4.14)
The M-Step is again a weighted maximum likelihood calculation:
^ ¹ =
P
r
P
m2Mr P(mjar;e)ar P
r
P
m2Mr P(mjar;e)
(4.15)53
^ ¾ =
P
r
P
m2Mr P(mjar;e)(ar ¡ ¹(m))2
P
r
P
m2Mr P(mjar;e)
(4.16)
4.3.4 Single patch Gaussian model
The inspiration of patch models is to allow the patch size to be di®erent from
1x1. Intuitively this is going to be a useful way of modeling data any time
there are local patterns within that data. Also intuitively such a model will
be worse at generating many images than a model of the same \size" which
modeled single pixels individually. For pattern recognition this is a desirable
e®ect as it makes the model more speci¯c.
Figure 4.11 shows an example of a model which consists of a single patch
of size 2x2. The patch model in this case is a multi-dimensional Gaussian
model. In the speci¯c case of 2x2 patches, it is equivalent to ¯tting a single
4-dimensional Gaussian to the image data, after the image has been decom-
posed into 2x2 patches. The dimensions of the 4 Gaussian distribution in the
model are all independent of each other, so the covariance does not need to be
estimated.
Fig. 4.11: A model consisting of a single patch of size 2x2: The original image is on the left.
The model is shown in the middle. The best reconstruction is shown on the right.
The parameters of a single patch model can be learnt using the EM algo-
rithm. The probabilistic generative model is now:
P(Aijm;e) =
Y
r
P(arjm;e) (4.17)
P(Ajm;e) =
Y
i
P(Aijm;e) (4.18)
The variables are as above, except now the image, A, is separated into a
number of patches, Ai, instead of being described as a collection of pixels. As
in the single Gaussian case, there is only one mapping, for each image patch,
m. A key di®erence is that the mapping, m, now links a set of positions in the
model to a set of positions in the image. The probability of a pixel for a given
mapping and model is still the same as for a single Gaussian though:54
P(arjm;e) =
Y
r
N(arj¹(m;r;e)¾(m;r;e)) (4.19)
The mean and sigma are found by looking up the relevant position in the
model. For a given mapping the image patch is the same size as the patch in
the model that is being used. A single mapping aligns each pixel in the image
patch with a \pixel" in the model. Hence the relevant mean for each image
pixel now depends on the pixel index as well as the mapping and the speci¯c
patch model. This gives a di®erent mean for each pixel in a single image patch.
The update equations for the EM algorithm are now:
E-Step:
P(mjAi;e) = P(Aijm;e)
P(m)
P(Ai)
(4.20)
where P(Ai) is calculated by marginalising over all mappings, and the prob-
abilities of all pixels within P(Ai):
P(Ai) =
X
m2M
Y
r
P(arjm;e)P(m) (4.21)
Since there is only one mapping, the E step update equation is P(mjAi;e) =
1.
The M-Step is a weighted maximum likelihood calculation, found for each
¹ & ¾ in the model:
^ ¹ =
P
i
P
m2M P(mjAi;e)ar(i) P
r
P
m2M P(mjAi;e)
(4.22)
^ ¾ =
P
r
P
m2M P(mjAi;e)(ar(i) ¡ ¹(m))2
P
r
P
m2M P(mjAi;e)
(4.23)
4.3.5 Mixture of Gaussian patches model
The natural extension from a single patch model is to a mixture of patches
model. Here a multi-dimensional mixture of Gaussians model is presented.
For an n patch model, the probabilistic generative model is now:
P(Aijm;e) =
Y
r
P(arjm;e) (4.24)
P(Ajm;e) =
Y
i
P(Aijm;e) (4.25)
The probability of a pixel for a given mapping and model is still the same
as for a single Gaussian:55
Fig. 4.12: A model consisting of a number of patches of size 2x2: The original image is on
the left. The model is shown in the middle. The best reconstruction is shown on the
right.
P(arjm;e) =
Y
r
N(arj¹(m;r;e)¾(m;r;e)) (4.26)
The update equations for the EM algorithm are now:
E-Step:
P(mjAi;e) = P(Aijm;e)
P(m)
P(Ai)
(4.27)
where P(Ai) is calculated by marginalising over all mappings, and the prob-
abilities of all pixels within P(Ai):
P(Ai) =
X
Mi
Y
r
P(arjm;e)P(m) (4.28)
As in the mixture of Gaussians case, there is a di®erent mapping set for
each image patch to be modeled, hence we write the mapping set as a function
of image patch, Mi. The assumptions made have not changed from previous
models, and the distributions probability distributions are still assumed to be
normal. Once again assuming a °at distribution for the prior, P(m), the E
step update equation is now:
P(mjAi;e) =
P(Aijm;e)
P
m2Mi P(Aijm;e)
(4.29)
The M-Step is a weighted maximum likelihood calculation, found for each
¹ & ¾ in the model:
^ ¹ =
P
i
P
m2Mi
P
r(i) P(mjAi;e)ar(i)
P
i
P
m2Mi
P
r(i) P(mjAi;e)
(4.30)
^ ¾ =
P
i
P
m2Mi
P
r(i) P(mjAi;e)(ar(i) ¡ ¹(m))2
P
i
P
m2Mi
P
r(i) P(mjAi;e)
(4.31)56
4.3.6 Epitomes
The models I have outlined so far are supposed to demonstrate a thought
process for building up to the epitome model described by Jojic et al [33].
Viewing the epitome as a natural extension of the hierarchy of models I have
described above provides a framework for understanding the epitome model.
In this light the workings of the epitome model are more transparent than
trying to understand the epitome model in isolation.
Jojic et al formulate a probabilistic generative patch based model which
they call an epitome. An epitome describes an image by copying patches from
a smaller image, the epitome mean, which captures most of the structures
required to construct the original image. By allowing the patches used to
be chosen from anywhere in the epitome mean the problem of tessellation
choice in the image is diminished. Another contribution of epitomes is that
of variable patch size. As in the previous models described in this section,
each \position" in the model contains two parameters; a mean and standard
deviation of a normal distribution. Positions in the epitome and positions in
an image are related via a mapping of their coordinates, as in previous models.
The original image is considered to be tesselated into non-overlapping patches,
as shown in Figure 4.2 b & Figure 4.2 c. Each patch is then modeled indi-
vidually. Each patch is assumed to be generated by copying a region of the
epitome and adding pixelwise error, as shown in Figures 4.3 & 4.4. Coordinate
positions are denoted by (x,y) as in the Cartesian plane. Each position in the
epitome contains two parameters, a mean, ¹(x;y) and a variance, ¾(x;y), of a
normal distribution. The mean contains information on colour and intensity,
while the variance can be thought of as a level of uncertainty associated with
that mean. An alternative description is that the variance part of the epitome
speci¯es the tolerance to mismatched pixels between the related mean posi-
tion in the epitome and an image pixel. The quality of match is de¯ned as a
probability that the data was drawn from a normal distribution of mean and
variance speci¯ed in the epitome.
The mean part of the epitome is a special case of a patch library, forming
a condensed representation of an equivalent patch library. It is condensed
since due to its de¯nition as a continuous model, and the form of the allowed
mappings, it contains more possible descriptions of a piece of data than a
patch model with the same number of parameters. Looked at in the opposite
direction, the epitome mean image requires considerably less parameters than
an equivalent naive patch library. For example an epitome mean of size 30 x
30 (that is containing 30x30 normal distributions), using a single patch size
of 4 x 4, requires 302 = 900 numbers to specify. The equivalent patch library
would contain 26 £ 26 patches, hence requiring 676 £ 4 £ 4 = 10816 numbers.57
If variable patch sizes are used, the saving becomes even greater.
Each part of the epitome must approximately represent a number of patches
in the image, and so each epitome patch is an averaged version of a number
of similar patches within the image. The epitome can be used to create a
reconstructed approximation to the original image. The reconstruction will,
in general, lack some ¯ne detail that was present in the original image.
In summary, an epitome (and the other models described in this section)
can be thought of as a way of \coding" an image; that is a condensed repre-
sentation of an image. In this sense it is broadly similar to the many other
approximations found in maths and computer science such as a ¯nite sum
Taylor expansion approximation of a function, or a description of a periodic
function as a ¯nite sum of sines and cosines, or a JPEG compression. It is only
similar in its broad function, which is to provide a condensed and manageable
representation of something which can be used (for some purpose) more easily.
Our purpose for de¯ning such a representation is to allow comparison of the
similarity of di®erent images.
The epitome allows the patch size to vary, and size is chosen when the
epitome is trained. Figure 4.13 shows an example of an epitome consisting of
multiple patches of variable size.
Fig. 4.13: Epitome with variable patch size. The original image is on the left. The epitome
mean is shown in the middle, and the best reconstruction is shown on the right. (Adapted
from [33] )
4.3.7 Epitome equations
Consider an image I of size NxM, which is split into C di®erent patches, Ai
consisting of n(i) pixels. For every Ai there are mappings, Mi, from epitome
coordinates to image coordinates in the patch. For a given epitome, e, and
mapping the patch is modeled as being drawn from probability distributions
given by the relevant epitome means and variances. For a pixel within the
image patch, the probability of that pixel under the model is given by the
probability that it was drawn from a normal distribution with mean and vari-
ance speci¯ed in the appropriate epitome position.
Under assumption of independence of generation, the probability of an en-
tire patch given a mapping is the joint probability of all the pixels being drawn58
from the speci¯ed independent normal distributions in the epitome. It should
be noted that this assumption is contrary to the purpose of the models, which
is to describe locally repeating patterns. However, in most situations there
would be insu±cient data to estimate the full covariance matrix for a patch
model. In models using continuous representation (such as the epitome), it is
even more di±cult to learn the covariance as for each position in the model
the number of other model positions with which it interacts is greater than
the patch size.
Given this proviso about independence, the probability of a patch can be
expressed as:
P(AijMi;e) =
Y
r2Ai
N(ar(i);¹Mi(r);¾Mi(r)) (4.32)
where ar(i) is the pixel intensity of the rth pixel in patch Ai, and N(x;y,z) is
the probability of observation x coming from a normal distribution with mean
y and variance z. ¹ and ¾ are the mean and variance at a speci¯ed position.
The position being used is speci¯ed by a mapping, written as a subscript.
On assumption of independence of patch generation, the joint probability
of a collection of image patches, a set of mapping sets, and a speci¯ed epitome
is given by:
P(A;M;e) = P(e)
C Y
i=1
P(Mi)P(AijMi;e) (4.33)
Where A is the union of all the patches, Ai, and M is the union of all
the mapping sets, Mi. No prior knowledge about the probability of a given
epitome is assumed, hence P(e) is constant, and is ignored. The Expectation
Maximisation (EM) algorithm is used to calculate a local maximum posterior
over the means and variances in the epitome, in the presence of hidden vari-
ables, which are the mappings. The update equations for the EM algorithm
are obtained by marginalising the logarithm of the joint distribution of data
and parameters over the hidden variables. Finding the distribution of the pos-
terior over the hidden variables given the data and a current estimate of the
parameters allows a lower bound for the logarithm of the joint probability of
the data and parameters to be found. This is described in detail in Appendix
A.
The parameters in the epitome are ¯rst initialised to white noise by Jojic
et al., while for learning I initialised model means to image data plus Gaus-
sian noise to give them a \better" starting position, started with equal high
variance for each normal distribution. This is useful to help avoid the model
parameters getting stuck in any local probability maxima far from parameters59
which describe the data. The ordering of the patches in the model is not spec-
i¯ed. The ¯nal \appearance" of any part of the model depends on which part
of the data it starts \near".
4.3.8 Update equations for epitome learning in the EM algorithm
In the Expectation (E) step (see Appendix A) we want to ¯nd the following
distribution over the mappings:
P(MijAi;e) = P(AijMi;e)P(Mi)=P(Ai) (4.34)
The prior probability over the mappings, P(Mi) is assumed to be constant
initially. Hence the update equation for the E step is:
P(MijAi;e) = kp(Mi)
Y
r2Ai
N(ai;¹
t¡1
Mi(r);¾
t¡1
Mi(r)) (4.35)
The normalising factor k = 1
P(Ai) does not need to be known explicitly and
instead the distribution is normalised by dividing by the sum of probabilities
over all possible transformations. Note, this normalisation is done per image
patch (that is per mapping set), not over the whole image. ¹t¡1 and ¾t¡1 are
the means and variances calculated at the previous iteration, t-1, at a speci¯c
position in the epitome.
The purpose of the Maximisation (M) step is to ¯nd the values of the
parameters, the means and the variances, that maximise the likelihood of the
patch given the current expected distribution of the mappings. The maximum
likelihood calculation reduces to ¯nding the mean and variance of the data
weighted by the probability of the associated mappings. The M step is:
^ ¹ =
PC
i=1
P
r2Ai
P
fMig arq(Mi)
PC
i=1
P
r2Ai
P
fMig q(Mi)
(4.36)
^ ¾
2 =
PC
i=1
P
r2Ai
P
fMig(ar ¡ ^ ¹j)2q(Mi)
PC
i=1
P
r2Ai
P
fMig q(Mi)
(4.37)
In words, equation 4.36 reads, the mean equals the pixel intensity in the
image multiplied by the expected probability of a mapping summed over all
mappings, pixel positions and patches, divided by the sum over all mappings.
Equation 4.37 reads similarly, except with a modi¯cation from mean to vari-
ance. Note, q(Mi) is used in the above equations in place of P(AijMi;e) for
brevity, since P(Ai;Mi;e) and P(AijMi;e) di®er only by the constant P(Mi)
in this setup.60
4.4 Blueprints
The epitome paper [33] is primarily a description of the model and a method
of ¯nding the parameters of the model. Although the use of the model in
segmenting foreground and background is demonstrated, other uses of the
model are left for the reader to decide. Epitome style models can be used for
image classi¯cation. Next I develop some speci¯c adaptations to the epitome
model to create a probabilistic model suitable for image classi¯cation on our
image dataset (see Chapter 1). The class of models, which we have developed
we call blueprints. A blueprints is an adapted version of a mixture of patches
model, described above. Blueprints build on the concept of an epitome in three
ways:
1. Blueprints model image classes instead of single images.
2. Blueprints are designed for use as a classi¯cation tool
3. Blueprints use priors over the mappings to improve classi¯cation perfor-
mance.
A blueprint is a multi-dimensional Gaussian model of a set of images, with
assumed independence of the di®erent dimensions. As before the model is
represented in continuous form so that patches can be selected from anywhere
in the model. The model can be represented as an image, as for the models
described previously. As for any digital image, there is an underlying pixel
grid, shown in Figure 4.14.
Fig. 4.14: Model coordinate system The underlying grid coordinate system for blueprints. Polar
coordinates are used for blueprints. The angle increases left to right, and the radius
increases top to bottom.
The blueprint model contains two parameters at each pixel position. At
each pixel position in the model there is a mean value stored, as shown in
Figure 4.15. There is also a standard deviation stored at each pixel position
in the model. This is shown in Figure 4.16. For visualisation purposes this61
allows a given blueprint to be shown as two separate images; a mean image
and a variance (or standard deviation) image.
Fig. 4.15: Model means Each pixel position in the blueprint stores the mean of a normal distri-
bution.
Fig. 4.16: Model standard deviations Each pixel position stores the standard deviation of a
normal distribution.62
Overall, the model can be thought of as containing a normal distribution (or
more generally any probability distribution could be used, but here all prob-
ability distributions are normal distributions) at each model position. This
summary view of the model is shown in Figure 4.17.
Fig. 4.17: Model probability distributions Overall, the blueprint model can be interpreted as
a grid with a probability distribution stored at each pixel position.
Since we aim to perform image classi¯cation, blueprints are learnt from a
set of images of the same class, rather than single images like epitomes. A
number of blueprints from di®erent image classes will be learnt in order to
provide an overall classi¯cation tool for unseen images. As in the build-up
examples described earlier in the chapter, the parameters of the model for
given training data will be ¯tted using the EM algorithm. An adaptation of
blueprints for the speci¯c task of image classi¯cation is that a spatial prior is
introduced to modify the probability of the mappings between the model and
the data. This will take the form of a hard spatial prior although other priors
are possible. Each of the above properties of blueprints are discussed in detail
in the sections below.
The blueprint models will use a ¯xed patch size that will be determined in
the next chapter. The blueprint models will all be based on cell regions (see
Chapter 3) that have been converted into polar coordinates (see Chapter 3).
This means that square image patches in polar coordinates actually represent
\wedges" of the original cell region. This is shown in Figure 4.1863
Fig. 4.18: Coordinate transformation Wedges of circle in the original image coordinates (left)
are transformed to square regions in polar coordinates (right). These \wedges" of data
are the basic units being modeled.64
4.4.1 Blueprints: Models of image classes
Blueprints are used to represent a class of images which have some common
characteristic. This means that to train blueprints a number of di®erent images
are used, and hence the update equations operate over all images in the training
set:
Fig. 4.19: Blueprint: A generative model trained using multiple images
^ ¹ =
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l=1
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i=1
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r2Ai
P
fMig ar;lq(Mi;l)
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P
r2Ai
P
fMig q(Mi;l)
(4.38)
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(4.39)
where the index l denotes the training object, and there are L training
objects in total. This is done for each colour channel separately, and can be
considered to be three blueprints joined into one. The E step calculation also
remains the same except that now the set of mapping sets is much larger since
the mappings go from the epitome to several di®erent images, and a set of
mappings is required for each image patch.
Shown in Figure 4.20 is the appearance of the blueprint after di®erent num-
bers of iterations of the EM algorithm. Thirty training images and ¯ve iter-
ations of the EM algorithm were used to train this blueprint. Each training
image is an image of a cell (region of interest as de¯ned in Chapter 3). There
is only one class of cell in the images, so the model is intended to describe one
phenotype. As will be seen later, a separate blueprint is learnt for each class.
4.4.2 Priors over mappings
Introducing a prior over the mappings biases which mappings will be used.
This is used so that patch regions in the epitome are placed in similar posi-
tions, relatively, in the blueprint coordinates as they are found in the training
images. This allows for speci¯cation of where features should be found in a65
Fig. 4.20: Learning the blueprint: Shown in each sub-image is the mean and variance of the
blueprint. Underneath is the number of EM iterations that have been performed.
given image class, and actually reduces the ability of the blueprint to model
many images. This is a desirable quality since it forces the blueprint to more
speci¯cally model a particular image class. For the cells considered here, due
to their rotational symmetry, the only position that matters is distance from
the nucleus. Hence the prior that we introduce only biases the mappings in
the radial direction, but allows for placement anywhere on the angular axis.
I used a hard spatial prior allowing only mappings between the same radial
distance, using a delta function: ±(i;j) = 1 if i = j and ±(i;j) = 0 if i 6= j
4.4.3 Blueprints: Modi¯ed epitomes for classi¯cation
The purpose of blueprints is to act as a representation of an image class to
enable comparisons between di®erent images.
Once a blueprint, B, has been learnt, the likelihood of B for a test image,
I, can be determined as follows:
P(IjB) =
Y
i
X
m2Mi
P(AijMi;B) (4.40)
This is found by performing the E step from the EM algorithm. This can be
done for any number of blueprints allowing for comparison of which blueprint
models an image best. This comparison can be normalised into a probability
distribution for n blueprints, B1;:::Bn as follows:
P(BkjI) =
P(IjBk)P(Bk)
P
i P(IjBi)P(Bi)
(4.41)
If a discrete assignment of an image to a particular class is required, then66
this can be obtained by assigning it to the same class as the class used to train
the blueprint, BMAP with the highest maximum a posteriori probability:
BMAP = arg maxP(BijI) (4.42)5. CLASSIFICATION USING GENERATIVE MODELS
In this chapter I demonstrate how to use the generative models developed in the
previous chapter to perform recognition and classi¯cation. The performance is
compared with that of a benchmark in classi¯cation literature: Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) [73]. Here the comparison will be fair, not encompassing
those situations where generative models naturally excel, such as cases with
missing or partial data, or the combination of multiple generative models to
reach decisions.
The basic hypothesis is that blueprints can be used to classify cells. This
will be tested by generating two di®erent blueprints from two di®erent sets of
training cells: normal cells and round cells. The likelihood of a blueprint for
a given test cell is found, using equation 5.1 (see section 4.4.3). Equation 5.2
(see section 4.4.3) is used to compare the performance of two blueprints.
P(IjB) =
Y
i
X
m2Mi
P(AijMi;B) (5.1)
P(BkjI) =
P(IjBk)P(Bk)
P
i P(IjBi)P(Bi)
(5.2)
5.1 Results on hand segmented data.
To demonstrate the validity of the classi¯cation method we ¯rst tested it using
hand segmented cells. Two images from the dataset were identi¯ed for this
purpose, one which contained wildtype cells, and another which contained a cell
phenotype which resulted in cells appearing more rounded than wildtype cells.
For convenience we will refer to these cells of these two phenotypes as \normal"
and \round" cells. thirty normal and thirty round cells were hand segmented
using photoshop (see Figure 5.1). These cell cutouts are used in Experiments
1 - 3. Fifteen normal cells were used to train a normal blueprint, and ¯fteen
round cells were used to train a round blueprint. The thirty remaining cells,
¯fteen normal and ¯fteen round, were used for testing. In each case a blueprint
of size 20x20 was learnt. Throughout, 5 iterations of the EM algorithm are
performed in the learning process.68
Fig. 5.1: Example hand segmented cells: The top row shows the cells in cartesian coordinates.
The bottom row shows the cells in polar coordinates. The two cells on the left are normal
cells. The two cells on the right are round cells
5.1.1 Experiment 1 - Calculating the posterior
We seek to evaluate the posterior probability that a cell belongs to the normal
class, using equation 4.41. A patch size of 5x5 was used to learn each blueprint.
The posteriors are given in the table below.
Equation 5.3 (see section 4.4.3 is used to classify cells as normal or round.
BMAP = arg maxP(BijI) (5.3)
Classifying according to equation 5.3, four errors are made. Cell IDs 2,4,5
and 9 have a higher probability of being round cells than normal cells. The
classi¯er is very certain of the result even in cases when it is wrong: the
misclassi¯ed normal cells are assigned a very small probability of being normal.
There are two ways this result could be improved. One is to use more training
data. The other is to represent the uncertainty in the model parameters, which69
is currently completely unrepresented. However, looking closely at the data,
then it can be seen that the cells are correctly ordered by probability. Each
of the incorrectly classi¯ed cells has a higher probability of being a normal
cell than any of the round cells. The posterior probability de¯nes two distinct
classes. Hence, we try to improve on classi¯cation by using a threshold di®erent
from 0.5.
5.1.2 Experiment 2 - Classi¯cation via a learnt threshold
Experiment 1 was repeated, except the goal is optimal classi¯cation rather
than calculation of the posterior. To do this, a normal distribution of the class
posterior of the normal cell training data, and a normal distribution of the
class posterior of the round cell training data are calculated. Test cells are
then assigned to classes using the E step of the EM algorithm for a mixture of
two Gaussians. The results are given in the table below:
Fig. 5.2: Classi¯cation
One error is made. Cell 2, shown in Figure 5.3, is misclassi¯ed as being
round. 96.7 % of the cells were correctly classi¯ed.70
Fig. 5.3: Misclassi¯ed Cell The misclassi¯ed cell is shown.71
5.2 Parameter Selection
There a number of parameters that are used in training a model. In this sec-
tion the values for these parameters are optimised for the task of recognition.
Note there are other ways that could be used to ¯nd values for these param-
eters, such as the probability of the training or test data under the learnt
models. However, keeping our end goal in mind, the model parameters have
been optimised to perform binary classi¯cation. To achieve this the following
four distinct sets of cells were chosen by eye to provide both \easy" and \hard"
comparisons:72
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20
Fig. 5.4: Parameter optimisation Example cells \Set1"
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20
Fig. 5.5: Parameter optimisation Example cells, \Set2"73
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20
Fig. 5.6: Parameter optimisation Example cells, \Set3"
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20
Fig. 5.7: Parameter optimisation Example cells, \Set4"
The above sets of cells were used in all permutations of binary tests to
determine an accuracy for a given parameter set. Twenty example cells are
shown in each case, although a total of thirty (inclusive of those shown) were
used for training (except for on the training optimisation results) and another
thirty were used for testing. The schematic in 5.8 gives the layout of the
graphs in each of the parameter optimisation tests, showing which sets of cells
are compared in each position.74
Fig. 5.8: Schematic for graph results below
Figure 5.8 is a schematic for the parameter optimisation graphs in the
following sections, showing which cell set is compared which other cell set
in each position.75
5.2.1 Patch Size
Fig. 5.9: Graphs showing accuracy of classi¯cation on the test sets as a function of patch
size
Fig. 5.10: Graph showing the patch size vs accuracy averaged over collected data
There is a trade o® in increasing the patch size. A smaller patch size is
able to model the data more accurately, but at the same time becomes better76
at modeling arbitrary data. From the trial tests run with varying patch size,
the optimal patch size to use is not clear cut. However, from the average
classi¯cation accuracy graph (Figure 5.10), the trend is for the accuracy to
increase as the patch size increases, reaching a plateau by 5x5 patches. Since
the aim is to capture locally repeating patterns, larger patch sizes are preferred
to smaller patch sizes all else being equal. Hence a square patch size of 5 is
used for future models.77
5.2.2 Model size
Fig. 5.11: Graphs showing accuracy of classi¯cation on the test sets as a function of
model size
Fig. 5.12: Graph showing the model size vs accuracy averaged over collected data
The trial data on the four cell test sets suggests that there is not necessarily
an optimal model size. Part of this is since di®erent data sets will have di®ering
amounts of data which needs to be \encoded" by the model. Increasing the78
model size allows better modeling of the data, but also increases the number
of possible alternative data sets that could be modeled equally well by that
model. It is important to choose a model size which is large enough that it
can capture more than just the broad features of the data. Larger models
require more calculations both to learn in the ¯rst place, and also when used
for recognition tasks. For these reasons a modest model size of 20x20 was
chosen for future models, although it is acknowledged that an argument could
be made for other model sizes.79
5.2.3 Number Of Iterations
Fig. 5.13: Graphs showing accuracy of classi¯cation on the test sets as a function of the
number of iterations of the EM algorithm performed in the model learning
stage
Fig. 5.14: Graph showing the number of iterations of the EM algorithm used in learning
vs accuracy averaged over collected data80
As can be seen from the graphs above accuracy reaches a plateau around 5
iterations, and then oscillates slightly. This is in line with what is heuristically
chosen in the literature when the EM algorithm is used. Hence we choose a
value of 5 iterations for all further uses of the EM algorithm.
It is interesting to note the odd occurrence of 100% accuracy after 0 iter-
ations in the case of set 2 against set 4 (bottom left of Figure 5.13). This
example underlines the complex relation between how well a model describes
the training data, and how well a model distinguishes members of the training
class from other classes. The means of the models are initialised to one of the
training images plus random noise, and the variance is initialised to 10,000 (a
high value). Due to this initialisation process for the models, ¯fty percent clas-
si¯cation accuracy is not expected after zero iterations of the EM algorithm.
Clearly the models after zero iterations are likely to give low probability val-
ues for the data they are intended to describe, since the parameter have not
been optimised at all. However, the key point is that in this instance they
consistently gave even lower probability values to data that were not of the
same type. The rest of the data shows that in general scheme this result was
a °uke occurrence, but this occurrence nevertheless provides excellent insight
into the comparison process.81
5.2.4 Training Set Size
The training set was split into the smaller subsets. The same test cells as in
the above tests were used. The results of these tests are given in Figures 5.15
& 5.16.
Fig. 5.15: Graphs showing accuracy of classi¯cation on the test sets as a function of the
training set size
Fig. 5.16: Graph showing the size of the training set used in learning vs accuracy aver-
aged over collected data82
The training set size results provide the most di±cult results to interpret
out of all of the parameters we seek to optimise. In general when learning
parameters of models more training data is considered better. It is di±cult
to determine from the results the optimal training set size. Hence in the
absence of speci¯c information to the contrary we default to the \common
sense" approach of using as much data as possible for learning parameter
values. Hence the largest training set available was used for all further models
trained.
5.2.5 Cell set selection
In order to use this system on a large scale, it is necessary to choose the cells
in an automated fashion. I exclude cells which touch the edge of the image,
since only part of these cells will typically be visible. There is also an issue of
whether to exclude cells which have overlapping regions of interest. Including
cells with overlapping regions could bias the results since this means part of the
data in the image is being over-represented. However, given the way the models
are built it is a reasonable argument to say that the data is di®erent, since
despite being the same pixel data, those pixels are found at a di®erent radial
distance from a nucleus. In an ideal situation we would not need to invoke this
argument and could simply exclude overlapping cells, since this ensures that
parts of the data are not being reused and unduly emphasised. However, in
many instances images have few cells remaining after pre-processing, and so the
best option is to retain overlapping cells on the basis that data duplication is
minimal given the model construction. This provides more data for parameter
estimation, which in general is necessary given the number of parameters to
be estimated and the typical number of training images available.
5.3 Binary classi¯cation results: Comparison with Support Vector Machines
The binary classi¯cation performance of blueprints and Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVMs) is described in this section. The aim is to ¯nd out how well the
two approaches can perform binary classi¯cation on the same datasets. The
following sets are indicative of the classes of training and test cells were used.
In each case the ¯rst 20 training cell regions are shown.83
Fig. 5.17: Talin knockout cells: \Set1". The whole set is larger than shown and was split into
disjoint training and test sets. A number of cells are shown and a typical cell region is
shown enlarged in the bottom right corner.
Fig. 5.18: Rac knockout cells: \Set2". The whole set is larger than shown and was split into
disjoint training and test sets. A number of cells are shown and a typical cell region is
shown enlarged in the bottom right corner.84
Fig. 5.19: Sos knockout cells: \Set3". The whole set is larger than shown and was split into
disjoint training and test sets. A typical cell region is shown enlarged in the bottom right
corner.
Fig. 5.20: Mys knockout cells: \Set4". The whole set is larger than shown and was split into
disjoint training and test sets. A typical cell region is shown enlarged in the bottom right
corner.85
Fig. 5.21: Cdc16 knockout cells:\Set5". The whole set is larger than shown and was split into
disjoint training and test sets. A typical cell region is shown enlarged in the bottom right
corner.
Fig. 5.22: Wildtype cells from plate 1: \Set6". The whole set is larger than shown and was
split into disjoint training and test sets. A typical cell region is shown enlarged in the
bottom right corner.86
Fig. 5.23: Sample wildtype cells from the control wells across all 58 plates: \Set7". The
whole set is larger than shown and was split into disjoint training and test sets. Sample
cell regions are shown enlarged in the bottom right and left corners. Note the high degree
of variation in this set
The freely available Support Vector Machine Matlab package osu-svm, which
is based on LIBSVM [14] was used, and additional functions were written as
necessary. The Support Vector Machines (SVMs) were trained on the vec-
torised pixel intensity data. The SVMs were tuned in the following manner.
Support Vector Machines have been reported to work best for values between
0 and 1, so the pixels values were ¯rst re-scaled to lie between 0 and 1, by
¯nding a global minimum and global maximum value over all training exam-
ples of both classes, and then subtracting the minimum and dividing by the
maximum. A radial basis function was used. The gamma and cost value were
chosen using a grid search and cross validation: the training data was split
into four parts. The parameters were then learnt using three of these parts
and tested on the fourth. Each segment of the training data was excluded in
turn. The gamma and cost value that gave the best averaged classi¯cation
were selected to be used. Once the gamma and cost value were chosen the
SVM was trained using all of the training data using these values. Finally
the classi¯cation of test data was found using the trained SVM. The percent-
age accuracy could be found since ground truth was known for the selected
samples.
Note that the same training data was used for training both blueprint mod-
els and Support Vector Machines. The test set, disjoint from the training set,
was also the same for both Blueprint and Support Vector Machine classi¯ca-
tions.
The tables below show the results of the binary comparison. For Tables
5.24 & 5.25, the entry in the ith row and jth column contains the average
binary classi¯cation accuracy of class i cells and class j cells averaged across
both classes and all test cells. This table is symmetric.87
Fig. 5.24: Blueprint Results Table Table of averaged binary classi¯cation accuracies of row
phenotype vs column phenotype
Fig. 5.25: SVM Results Table Table of averaged binary classi¯cation accuracies of row phenotype
vs column phenotype
The average binary classi¯cation accuracy over the whole data set for Sup-
port Vector Machines was 84.8%. The average binary classi¯cation accuracy
for Blueprints was 76.6 %. These results show that overall the classi¯cation
accuracy of SVMs is better than that attained using blueprint models. How-
ever, there are speci¯c datasets on which SVMs considerably outperformed
blueprints, and also on which blueprints outperform SVMs. This becomes
clear if we look at the di®erence table SVM accuracy minus blueprint accu-
racy, shown below in Table 5.26.
Fig. 5.26: SVM Blueprint di®erence table The di®erence of SVM results and the blueprint
results are shown (SVM - blueprint)
This table shows that SVMs considerably outperformed blueprints on the
comparisons involving Sos cells (row/column 3) and wildtype cells from plate
1 (row/column 6). Further insight into the reason for this can be gained by
looking at the non-symmetric results table for blueprints, in which in the i-jth
entry consists the classi¯cation accuracy of class i cells when compared to class
i and class j models. These results are shown in Table 5.2788
Fig. 5.27: Blueprint Non-symmetric Results Table Table of binary classi¯cation accuracies of
row phenotype vs column phenotype (values show the accuracy obtained for row i cells
determined using the row i model and the column j model.)
The reason that this table is non-symmetric is that in some instances the
model learnt for a particular class is poor at \claiming" cells from its own
class. This is notable in rows 3 and 6 in which the models learnt for Sos
and wildtype plate 1 do very poorly at describing cells from their own dataset
better than other models. It is possible that in these cases the training data
was poor at generating models which adequately described the intended class.
A possible remedy for this would be to perform threshold tuning as in Section
5.1.2. An alternative would be to explore the use of ¯nding the probability
of the training data of each model. This number could be used to o®set the
e®ect of models which poorly describe their own data.
Blueprints considerably outperformed SVMs on comparisons involving wild-
type cells taken from across the genome wide screen (row/column 7). The set
containing wildtype cells from across the genome wide screen is the data set
that contains the most variability. The ability of blueprints to perform well on
this dataset suggests that the model type is better suited to modeling weakly
related data.6. DISCUSSION
6.1 Summary
In this thesis we have examined techniques of interpreting cells images. We
have explored the advantages and disadvantages of human analysis, and of
existing automated techniques. I have explained the way di®erent models link
together in terms of a natural progression from simple models. In Chapter
4 a novel method using a novel generative model by extending the concept
of mixture of Gaussian models. I have demonstrated how this can be used
for cell recognition, and I have achieved comparable performance on binary
classi¯cations as Support Vector Machines.
The speci¯c model described here has potential, and many further develop-
ments to it can be envisaged. The major advantage of the model developed here
is the °exibility it allows. The major disadvantage is the high dimensionality
of the models and the comparative scarcity of data of any given phenotype.
Possible extensions to the methods used in this thesis are discussed in the
section below.
In addition to the speci¯c model development, overall the thesis gives a
framework of the type of system that can be developed in order to anal-
yse genome wide screens. Chapter 3 shows a number of the problems that
frequently need to be addressed in the course of genome wide analysis, and
provides a basic solution to each of these problems in order to allow further
analysis of the data. The framework presented is modular in nature, so any
particular component could be extended or replaced, as appropriate, to im-
prove the results. The most obvious part of the process that would bene¯t
from an extended analysis is the identi¯cation of cell regions. Segmentation
is a burgeoning topic, but received a cursory treatment here since the focus
was the development of classi¯cation models. Some possible extensions to the
methods used in the thesis are described in the next section.
As well as extensions to the methods, there are also additional stages that
can be added to provide genome wide analysis. Suggestions about how this
could be approached are given in the following section.90
6.2 Future Work
There are a number of possible ways of extending and improving this work.
They fall broadly into two categories:
² Improving the segmentation or the models
² Extending the existing recognition method to classify large datasets such
as our RNAi screen [40].
Each of these is a large body of work in its on right. Improving the segmenta-
tion so that it precisely and accurately ¯nds entire cells is a highly desirable
goal in its own right, but would also help all downstream components of a
classi¯cation system. A number of methods could be explored including:
(a) Designing data speci¯c ¯lters which work well on a given data set.
(b) Modi¯cations of the watershed algorithm, for example the propagation
method [13]
(c) Modifying the experimental technique to provide images which are more
straightforward to segment. A possible way of doing this would be to use
stochastic labeling. This results in only a small proportion of cells being °u-
orescently tagged and hence cells only need to be di®erentiated from a black
background in order to segment them.
(d) There are many possible additions to the model that could be made.
These include variable patch shape [35], the addition of a multi-scale approach,
and clearly also the data input to the models could be varied to include cal-
culated image features.
(e) As well as di®erent phenotypes, images will, in general, contain cells in
di®erent stages of the cell cycle. In the cell line we are examining on average
about ninety ¯ve percent of cells will be in interphase and can be considered to
be in an equivalent stage. Around ¯ve percent of cells will be in mitosis. The
question of how to handle mitotic cells in the training and test sets depends on
whether the task is to classify the phenotype only or whether to also classify
the cell cycle of each cell. In the former case, mitotic cells can be left in
both the training and test sets. A model learnt from a training set containing
mitotic cells will simply have some small region of the model which describes
mitotic cells. In the latter case, two models for each phenotype could be learnt:
one for interphase cells, and one for mitotic cells. The ¯rst stage in learning
these models would be to separate cells into mitotic or not mitotic. This
could be done by reference to a standard mitotic cell model against a standard
cell model. Since mitotic and interphase cells are quiet di®erent, this should
still be accurate even in cases where the phenotypes being compared do not
appear very similar to the wildtype models. That is to say the di®erence in91
appearance between mitotic cells and non-mitotic cells is usually greater than
the di®erence between phenotypes.
Without any of the above extensions, the existing work could be used to
provide a framework for the classi¯cation of an entire large dataset. This could
be done as follows:
1. Choose ten \bank" phenotypes.
2. Create a training set of cell regions for each bank phenotype (Chapter 3).
3. Learn a blueprint model for each bank phenotype (Chapter 4).
4. For each image in the set extract as many cell regions as possible, and ¯nd
the likelihood of each bank phenotype given each cell region (Chapters 3
and 4).
5. De¯ne a ten dimensional score vector for each image as the normalised
summation of the likelihood scores found in the previous step for each cell
region of that image.
6. Cluster the images by their score vector, e.g. by Euclidean distance.
The proposed process is shown in ¯gure 6.1.
Fig. 6.1: Proposed process for clustering a genome wide image data set on the basis
of appearance. (i) Experimental data from known genes, after normalisation and pre-
processing. (ii) & (iii) The data for the chosen genes is split into test and training data.
(iv) The training data is used to train some models. (v) The test data is given a score
vector using the learnt models. (vi) The score vector for each image in the rest of the set
is found. (vii) The images are clustered by clustering their score vectors92
The described process could be used to provide an approximate classi¯cation
for every image in the dataset. This is done by placing each image at some
position in the ten dimensional space de¯ned by the ten bank phenotypes. It
should be noted that the choice of ten phenotypes is an informed guess as to
how many dimensions might be required, but can be considered as an arbitrary
number. Consideration of this number yields insight into the nature of the
problem that needs to be solved. The classi¯cation of images into phenotypes
is a problem consisting of two parts. The ¯rst is to de¯ne the phenotypic
space. In particular the dimensionality of the space must be determined. The
next part of the problem is to de¯ne a \correct" function which maps images
into the phenotypic space. Each problem is a di±cult problem in its own
right. Determination the dimensionality of \phenotypic space" is a non-trivial
task. Traditionally it has been approached by de¯ning phenotypes based on
characteristics such as cell area, actin content, nuclear area, mitotic index,
etc. However, this really is dodging the underlying question. The underlying
question is similar to ¯nding the probability of the mappings in the models
described in Chapter 4. That is, the variable we would like to know about is a
hidden variable, the value of which we must infer via observable data such as
nuclear area etc. An analogy is to consider trying to tell the di®erence between
an ambulance and a ¯re engine. There are many possible parameters that we
could measure about each vehicle: colour, size, engine characteristics, number
of wheels etc. However, all of these properties °ow from a binary categorisation
as ¯re engine or ambulance. This contrived example may seem absurd, but it
serves to illustrate the point that a wealth of observable data can sometimes
be a hinder rather than help. Classifying data into classes in situations where
the number and characteristics of the classes are unknown is an active area
of research. The above proposed scheme is a way to use existing models and
understanding to give a ¯rst pass at obtaining useful biological results.
A useful modi¯cation to the above procedure is to replace this with an it-
erative procedure, whereby instead of de¯ning an initial bank of phenotypes,
the bank is grown iteratively. Starting initially with only a wildtype model, all
images in the set are scored and then the lowest scoring image is used to de¯ne
a new model. This procedure can then be repeated, adding a new model at
each stage. This has the advantage of not requiring an initial de¯nition of \in-
teresting" phenotypes. This scheme is an indirect way of solving the problem
of de¯ning phenotypic space, discussed above. It makes no attempt at de¯ning
the dimensions of phenotypic space, but by iteratively adding dimensions it
aims to use only as many dimensions as \necessary" to de¯ne a space in which
to perform the classi¯cation task.93
Neither of the above procedures in outline need necessarily use generative
models. The requirement is that there is some method of comparing the sim-
ilarity of images. Support vector machines could be used for this purpose,
for example. Alternatively the response from speci¯cally chosen ¯lters could
also be used in order to \score" images. The question as to which of these
is \right" is likely to have to be judged by the classi¯cation results that they
yield. Any scoring mechanism will necessarily be dependent on the choice of
initial segmentation method.
These procedures would produce a classi¯cation of the images in the dataset.
How to evaluate the quality of such a classi¯cation is far from clear. The true
clustering of the images is unknown, and arguably, may be necessarily subjec-
tive. However, any such classi¯cation of a large dataset could yield important
information for biologists and give an initial picture of how genes interact and
cluster for a given function such as cell morphology. This type of approach
and result is typical of systems wide biological studies. Many identi¯ed genes
in organisms are putative genes that have been predicted by computer sim-
ulation, with predicted coding regions. Nonetheless these estimates provide
su±ciently good approximations to enable large scale experiments such as a
genome wide RNAi screen. If we judge the end goal to be added biological
knowledge then RNAi screens, despite being in their infancy, have certainly
already produced excellent results [9, 56].
This thesis develops a classi¯cation procedure based on patches of images.
The classi¯cation problem is just one component of the overall analysis prob-
lem. This thesis demonstrates how the classi¯cation system developed here
can be used, by providing a system for processing, identifying and extracting
cell regions from cell images obtained in a genome wide screen. Additionally,
this thesis gives a sketch map of the overall analysis challenge for interpreta-
tion of large scale biological screens. This area of research is likely to become
more important and more widely studied in future as the scope of biologi-
cal experiments and the requirement for computational analysis increases yet
further.APPENDIXA. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING & THE EXPECTATION
MAXIMISATION ALGORITHM
Unsupervised learning algorithms are designed to cluster data according to
some similarity measure, and do not require labeled data to operate. The
Expectation Maximisation [21](EM) algorithm is widely used, and has the
desirable property of guaranteed convergence.
The EM algorithm is an unsupervised learning technique for maximising,
iteratively, the probability of some given data under a model with respect to
the model parameter values. The credit for the EM algorithm as a complete
process is usually attributed to Dempster, Laird and Rubin in their seminal
1977 paper [21]. The ideas employed by the algorithm were discussed as early
as 1958 by Hartley, and the development of the algorithm can be seen as a
gradual process rather than a sudden act of creation. Here, the EM algorithm
is used to optimise model parameters given training data.
A.1 Formulation of the problem and overview of approach
The aim of the EM algorithm is to ¯nd a maximum likelihood estimate for
some model parameters, £, given some data, D:
argmax
£
P(£jD) (A.1)
However, this is done in the presence of hidden or \nuisance" variables so that
this probability can not be directly evaluated. The EM algorithm approximates
a solution to the maximisation problem. Speci¯cally it ¯nds the parameter
vector which locally gives a maximum posterior probability of the parameters.
This can be found by marginalising over the hidden variables:
argmax
£
2
4
X
H2I H
P(£;HjD)
3
5 (A.2)
where D, H and £ are data, hidden variables and parameters respectively.
The algorithm di®ers from gradient ascent since rather than ¯nding a best H at
each iteration, a distribution over the hidden variables is calculated. Assuming
the data has been independently sampled the above equation is equivalent to96
maximising the joint probability:
argmax
£
X
H2I H
P(D;H;£) (A.3)
As an example of the distinction between a hidden variable and a parameter,
hidden variable optimisation can be thought of as optimally assigning data to
a cluster, while parameter optimisation relates to optimally determining the
shape of the cluster according to some model.
Since very small numbers are frequently involved and algorithms are in-
tended to be run on computers, it is standard to take the logarithm of proba-
bilities to reduce rounding errors associated with machine representation accu-
racy. Since logarithm is a monotonic function the argument of the maximum of
the logarithm of the probability is identical to the argument of the maximum
of the probability. Hence the problem to be solved is:
argmax
£
log
X
H2I H
P(D;H;£) (A.4)
The algorithm proceeds in two steps. The Expectation step (E step) calcu-
lates the expected probability distribution of the data and the hidden variables
given the current parameters. The maximisation step (M step) maximises this
distribution with respect to the parameters. This process is iterated. The E
step can also be interpreted as ¯nding a lower bound for the joint probability
[20].
In the E step the following distribution is evaluated:
P(HjD;£) (A.5)
In the M step the probability of the parameters is maximised:
£new = arg maxP(£jH;D) (A.6)
The term q(H) is frequently written in the literature to mean < logP(D;Hj£) >.
This is the log likelihood expectation of the parameters.
A.1.1 Step 1: Expectation step (Calculating a lower bound)
We want to calculate:
logP(D;£) = log
X
H2I H
P(D;H;£) (A.7)
The logarithm of a sum is di±cult to deal with algebraically, so instead the
above is reformulated as a sum of logarithms. This can be done by making97
use of Jensen's inequality for convex functions:
Lemma: Jensen's Inequality
Given a convex function f, and a set of parameters ¸i over some indexing
set I, with the property that ¸i · 18i 2 I &
P
i2I = 1 then:
f(
X
i2I
¸ixi) ·
X
i2I
f(¸ixi) (A.8)
So we can bound A.7 by:
B =
X
H2I H
¸i logP(D;H;£)=¸i · log
X
H2I H
¸iP(D;H;£)=¸i (A.9)
Where the ¸i form a probability distribution (the important point being
that they sum to unity). This gives a bound for the objective function, but
ideally we want to ¯nd a good bound.
The best lower bound can be shown to be attained if we choose our prob-
ability distribution of the ¸is to be P(H jD;£). By noting that
P(D;H;£)
P(HjD;£) =
P(D;£), we can con¯rm that this choice does in fact touch the objective
function:
X
H2I H
P(HjD;£)logP(D;H;£)=P(HjD;£) = logP(D;£)
X
H2I H
P(HjD;£)
(A.10)
Noting that
P
H2I H P(HjD;£) = 1, gives the desired result.
A.1.2 Step 2: Maximisation step
Once the expected distribution has been found, then the joint log likelihood is
maximised over the parameters of the model:
£t+1 = arg max
£
B (A.11)
The method of ¯nding the parameter values which maximise the bound de-
pends on the problem. For problems which yield a bound that is di®erentiable
with respect to the parameters, then a maximum can be found using ordinary
calculus. If it is not then some other method, such as gradient ascent must be
employed to estimate the maximum.BIBLIOGRAPHY
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